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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

H. CRISTINA CHEN-OSTER; LISA PARISI; and 
SHANNA ORLICH, 

Plaintiffs, 

- against-
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SACHS GROUP, INC., 
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No. 10 Civ. 6950 (LBS) (JCF) 

FIRST AMENDED CLASS 
ACTION COMPLAINT 
(Trial by Jury Demanded) 

Individual and Representative Plaintiffs H. Cristina Chen-Oster, Lisa Parisi, and Shanna 

Orlich (collectively "Plaintiffs"), on behalf of themselves and all othe~m-~~. ated, allege, 
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1. This is a class action brought by female pro ssional~ feildant Goldman, 

Sachs & Co. ("GS") and Defendant The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. ("GS Group") (collectively, 

"Goldman Sachs"), alleging violations of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 U.S.c. 

§§ 2000e et seq. ("Title VII"); and the New York City Human Rights Law, Administrative Code 

ofthe City of New York § 8-107 et seq. ("NYCHRL"). 
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2. Goldman Sachs is a global investment banking, securities and investment 

management finn. The fIrm is famously secretive. Until its IPO and conversion to a corporation 

in 1999, the fIrm operated as a partnership with relatively little public oversight and regulation. 

Its culture has been described as insular, and its employees intensely loyal. The firm is also 

famously profItable. In 2009, Goldman Sachs generated $45 billion in net revenues and $13 

billion in net earnings. Goldman Sachs credits its employees as "a major strength and principal 

reason" for its success on Wall Street. And it pays them accordingly-in 2009, it spent $16 

billion on employee compensation and benefIts alone. 

3. Goldman Sachs has distributed the benefIts of its enormous success unequally-

systematically favoring male professionals at the expense of their female counterparts. At nearly 

all levels of its management ranks, it has paid its female professionals less than similarly situated 

male professionals, even though they hold equivalent positions and perform the same or 

substantially similar work with similar or in some cases superior results. 

4. Goldman maintains policies and practices for promoting its employees that result 

in the disproportionate promotion of men over equally or more qualifIed women. As a result, 

female professionals have been systematically circumvented and excluded from promotion 

opportunities that are routinely afforded to their male counterparts. 

5. The resulting underrepresentation of women in Goldman Sachs' management 

ranks is stark. The number of women in management positions at Goldman Sachs dwindles as 

the level of management rises-from Associates, to Vice Presidents, to Managing Directors, to 

Partners, and fInally to the fIrm's management committee and executive offIcers. According to 

fIgures released by Goldman Sachs in 2009, women made up only 29% of the fIrm's Vice 

Presidents and 17% of Managing Directors. According to 2008 fIgures, women were only 14% 
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of its Partners. Today, only 4 members of its 30-person management committee (roughly 13%) 

are women. Of its nine executive officers, only a single one is female; she co-heads the Legal 

Department with the firm's other General Counsel, a man. 

6. Women at Goldman Sachs have received less compensation and have been 

promoted less frequently than their male counterparts as a result of the firm's discriminatory 

policies, patterns, and/or practices. The violations of its female employees' rights are systemic, 

are based upon company-wide policies and practices, and are the result of unchecked gender bias 

that pervades Goldman Sachs' corporate culture. They have not been isolated or exceptional 

incidents, but rather the regular and predictable result of Goldman Sachs' company-wide policies 

and practices and lack of proper accountability measures to ensure fairness. 

7. Goldman Sachs' employment practices have a disparate impact on women. 

Specifically, the dual-track performance review process results in disproportionately higher 

rankings for male professional employees than their female comparators. In addition, Goldman 

Sachs' uniform, secretive procedure for determining employees' compensation has a disparate 

impact on female professional employees. There are no published criteria for determining 

compensation, and compensation is not determined by any objective measure of performance, 

such as an employee's profits and losses or performance evaluation score. The compensation 

procedure results in a disproportionately low compensation rate for women compared with 

similarly situated males. 

8. Furthermore, these policies, patterns, and/or practices are no accident. Rather, 

they are part and parcel of an outdated corporate culture. Goldman Sachs has intentionally 

implemented these company-wide policies and practices in order to pay their male employees 

more money than their female counterparts, and to promote them more frequently. 
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9. These company-wide policies and practices, while facially neutral, have had an 

adverse impact on the compensation, promotion, and performance evaluations of female 

employees as compared to their male counterparts. Moreover, because other terms and 

conditions of employment, such as business opportunities and professional support, are 

determined by an employee's quartile ranking, Goldman Sachs' discriminatory practices 

adversely affect women in these arenas as well. 

10. Accordingly, in addition to bringing this action on their own behalf, Plaintiffs also 

bring this action on behalf of a class of similarly situated current and former female Associates, 

Vice Presidents, and Managing Directors employed by Goldman Sachs in revenue-generating 

divisions I ("the Class"), in order to end Goldman Sachs' discriminatory policies and/or practices 

and to make the Class whole. 

PARTIES 

Plaintiffs 

H Cristina Chen-Oster 

11. PlaintiffH. Cristina Chen-Oster ("Chen-Oster") is a woman who lives in 

Monmouth County, in the State of New Jersey. She is a citizen ofthe United States. 

12. Chen-Oster was employed by Goldman Sachs from approximately March 1997 to 

March 2005 in New York, New York. 

Lisa Parisi 

13. Plaintiff Lisa Parisi ("Parisi") is a woman who lives in Fulton County, in the State 

of Georgia. She is a citizen of the United States. 

1 Revenue-generating divisions at Goldman Sachs include Investment Banking, Investment 
Management, Securities, and Merchant BankinglPrivate Equity. 
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14. Parisi was employed by Goldman Sachs from approximately August 2001 to 

March 2006 in New York, New York, and from approximately March 2006 to November 2008 

in Atlanta, Georgia. 

Shanna Orlich 

15. PlaintiffShanna Orlich ("Orlich") is a woman who lives in Hudson County, in the 

State of New Jersey. She is a citizen of the United States. 

16. Orlich was employed by Goldman Sachs during the summer of 2006 and from 

approximately July 2007 to November 2008 in New York, New York. 

Defendants 

Goldman. Sachs & Co. 

17. Upon information and belief, Defendant Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("GS") is a 

limited partnership formed under the laws of the State of New York with a place of business 

within the City and County of New York at 200 West Street, New York, New York 10282. 

18. Upon information and belief, Defendant GS maintains control, oversight, and 

direction over the operation of its facilities, including its employment practices. 

19. During all relevant times, Defendant GS was Plaintiffs' employer within the 

meaning of all applicable statutes. 

20. On information and belief, at all times pertinent hereto, Defendant GS has 

employed more than five hundred people. GS is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Goldman 

Sachs Group, Inc. 

The Goldman Sachs Group. Inc. 

21. Upon information and belief, Defendant The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. ("GS 

Group") is a Delaware corporation doing business within New York County in the State of New 
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York and maintains corporate headquarters within the City and County of New York at 200 West 

Street, New York, New York 10282. 

22. Upon information and belief, Defendant GS Group maintains control, oversight, 

and direction over the operation of its facilities, including its employment practices. 

23. During all relevant times, Defendant GS Group was Plaintiffs' employer within 

the meaning of all applicable statutes. 

24. On information and belief, at all times pertinent hereto, Defendant GS Group has 

employed more than five hundred people. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

25. This Court has original subject matter jurisdiction over the Title VII claims 

pursuant to 28 U.S.c. §§ 1331 and 1343, because they arise under the laws of the United States 

and are brought to recover damages for deprivation of equal rights. 

26. This Court has original jurisdiction over the NYCHRL claims in this action under 

the Class Action Fairness Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d). 1bis is a putative class action in which: (1) 

there are 100 or more members in the Class; (2) at least some members of the proposed class 

have a different citizenship from at least one Defendant; and (3) the claims ofthe proposed class 

members exceed $5,000,000.00 in the aggregate. 

27. In addition, this Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the NYCHRL claims 

under 28 U.S.C. § 1367, because they arise from a common nucleus of operative facts with the 

federal claims and are so related to the federal claims as to form part of the same case or 

controversy under Article III of the United States Constitution. 

28. Venue is proper in this judicial district under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)-(c) and 42 

U.S.c. § 2000e-5(f)(3), because Defendants conduct business and can be found in this district 

and a substantial part of the events and omissions giving rise to the claims alleged herein 
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occurred in this district, and because the alleged unlawful employment practice was committed 

here, and employment records relevant to that practice are maintained and administered here. 

29. Plaintiffs have exhausted their administrative remedies and complied with all 

statutory prerequisites to their Title VII claims. Chen-Oster filed a charge of gender 

discrimination and retaliation individually and on behalf of all similarly situated women 

employed by Goldman Sachs with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC") 

on or about July 7,2005. Pursuant to the EEOC's worksharing agreement with the New York 

City Commission on Human Rights ("NYCCHR"), her charge is considered dually filed with the 

NYCCHR. By notice dated June 15,2010, the EEOC dismissed Chen-Oster's case and issued a 

Notice of Right to Sue. 

30. On or about January 7,2010, Parisi filed a charge of gender discrimination and 

retaliation with the EEOC individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated. Pursuant to 

the EEOC's worksharing agreement with the NYCCHR, her charge is considered dually filed 

with the NYCCHR. 

31. On or about January 12, 2010, Orlich filed a charge of gender discrimination and 

retaliation with the EEOC individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated. Pursuant to 

the EEOC's worksharing agreement with the NYCCHR, her charge is considered dually filed 

with the NYCCHR. 

32. Contemporaneously with the filing of this Complaint, Plaintiffs have mailed a 

copy to the New York City Commission of Human Rights and the Office of the Corporation 

Counsel ofthe City of New York, thereby satisfying the notice requirements of § 8-502 ofthe 

N ew York City Administrative Code. 

33. Any and all other prerequisites to the filing of this suit have been met. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

34. Goldman Sachs maintains uniform employment, compensation, performance 

review, and promotion policies throughout the United States. Likewise, it cultivates and 

promotes a common corporate culture. Indeed, Goldman Sachs prides itself on "instilling the 

Goldman Sachs culture" in all of its employees through initiation programs, training, seminars, 

and Goldman Sachs' "360-degree" performance review process. 

35. Goldman Sachs' offices throughout the country use a common organizational 

structure, organizing finance professionals as follows. Entry-level employees, typically straight 

out of college, hold the position of Analyst. Analysts can be promoted to Associate, which 

typically includes employees with two to five years of relevant experience and/or an MBA 

degree. The next position to which Associates can be promoted is Vice President. Above Vice 

Presidents are Managing Directors, and above Managing Directors are Partners. Finally, at the 

top of Goldman's management hierarchy sits a 30-person management committee, which 

includes its nine executive officers. 

36. At the Associate, Vice President, and Managing Director levels, Goldman Sachs 

discriminates against women in (1) performance evaluations; (2) compensation; (3) promotions; 

(4) business opportunities; and (5) professional support, including but not limited to 

administrative support, training, and mentoring. 

Performance Evaluations 

37. Goldman Sachs employs uniform procedures for evaluating employee 

performance that systematically underrate female professionals relative to their similarly situated 

male peers. 

38. Upon information and belief, Goldman Sachs uses a "360-degree" employee 

review process, by which an employee's supervisors, co-workers, and subordinates review the 
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employee's perfonnance for the year. Reviewers give the employee a numerical rating on a 

scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest score, and 5 being the highest. Reviewers also write 

comments about the employee's perfonnance. 

39. After the 360-degree review process is complete, Goldman Sachs uses a computer 

algorithm to adjust for the leniency and harshness of reviewers. TIlls adjustment produces the 

employee's "adjusted score," which supposedly determines the employee's quartile ranking. 

40. Goldman Sachs managers are able to unduly influence the 360-degree evaluation 

process by requesting or requiring which superior, co-workers, and subordinates will evaluate an 

employee. Managers have the ability to add or remove a reviewer at their election. 

41. More significantly, even though the adjusted perfonnance scores supposedly 

reflect perfonnance, Goldman Sachs requires its managers to place employees into quartiles that 

are forced ranked (i.e., managers must assign an equal number of people to each quartile), 

largely untethered to the perfonnance score. In this process, a manager can move an employee 

to a higher or lower quartile, without regard to the absolute values of the perfonnance 

evaluations or to the initial quartile ranking the employee earned in the public 360-degree 

review. There are a limited number of slots in the top quartile, and these spots most often go to 

male employees. It is these unvalidated quartile rankings that determine employees' 

compensation, eligibility for transfer and promotion, business opportunities, and professional 

support. 

42. Together, Goldman Sachs' dual-track perfonnance evaluation procedures 

systematically underrate female employees relative to male employees- that is, women, on 

average, receive lower 360-degree review scores, more negative reviews, and lower quartile 
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evaluations or to the initial quartile ranking the employee earned in the public 360-degree 

review. There are a limited number of slots in the top quartile, and these spots most often go to 

male employees. It is these unvalidated quartile rankings that determine employees' 

compensation, eligibility for transfer and promotion, business opportunities, and professional 

support. 

42. Together, Goldman Sachs' dual-track perfonnance evaluation procedures 

systematically underrate female employees relative to male employees - that is, women, on 

average, receive lower 360-degree review scores, more negative reviews, and lower quartile 
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rankings than men in similar positions who have delivered similar or worse objective 

performance. 

Compensation 

43. Because female professionals at Goldman Sachs systematically receive worse 

performance reviews and rankings, they have fewer opportunities to earn similar levels of 

compensation than their male peers. Accordingly, female Associates, Vice Presidents, and 

Managing Directors earn less, on average, than their similarly situated male peers. 

44. Goldman Sachs employs uniform, unvalidated procedures for determining 

employees' compensation that disparately impact female professionals. Goldman Sachs' 

compensation decisions are tightly controlled and extremely secretive. Goldman Sachs does not 

inform the employee how it arrived at his or her amount of compensation. 

45. Goldman Sachs also allows a small corps of managers to employ standardless, 

unvalidated, andlor illegitimate criteria without accountability measures to determine how credit 

is allocated to employees who share assets, accounts, or responsibility for a particular business. 

Ibis process is unvalidated and favors male employees who systematically receive more credit 

for generating revenues for the firm than their female co-workers. 

46. Upon information and belief, an employee's quartile ranking is the major 

determinant of compensation. As described above, the quartile process is a common, 

unvalidated procedure through which discrimination occurs. Moreover, managers have 

discretion to pay one employee in a given quartile more than another employee in that same 

quartile, without reliance on legitimate, validated rationales. 

47. Associates, Vice Presidents, and Managing Directors typically receive a base 

salary as well as a year-end bonus. In an average year, the year-end bonus can be many 

multiples of an employee's base salary. Goldman Sachs refers to total compensation, which 
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includes base salary and bonus, as "Per Annum Total Compensation," or "PATC." Goldman 

Sachs' common, unvalidated, discriminatory compensation procedures have resulted in female 

professionals receiving lower P A TC than their male peers for the same or substantially similar 

work. 

48. Moreover, these gender disparities in compensation permanently depress the 

earnings potential of female finance professionals. Goldman Sachs compensates its finance 

professionals in each year as a percentage increase from their prior year's P ATC. Because an 

employee's P A TC is linked to her past levels of compensation, each discriminatory 

compensation decision further widens the pay gap between male and female finance 

professionals at Goldman Sachs. As a result of these discriminatory compensation policies and 

practices, female finance professionals at Goldman Sachs have earned less compensation during 

the liability period than their similarly situated male peers. 

Promotions 

49. Goldman Sachs also employs unvalidated, and discriminatory procedures for 

selecting individuals for promotion. 

50. Goldman Sachs does not employ legitimate, validated and/or objective criteria for 

promotion to Managing Director or Partner. To receive a promotion from Vice President to 

Managing Director, a Managing Director or Partner must nominate you, and the firm must 

approve the promotion. Similarly, Managing Directors must be nominated by a Partner to be 

eligible for a promotion, and the firm must decide to approve it. Promotions are not determined 

by objective performance measures. 

51. The promotion process is tightly controlled among a small corps of managers 

whose decisions are based on inaccurate and unvalidated performance measures using a tap on 
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the shoulder system. As a result, Goldman Sachs nominates and promotes an overwhelmingly 

disproportionate number of men, and passes over equally or more qualified women. 

Business Opportunities 

52. Business opportunities are determined, at least in part, by the discriminatory 

quartiling system. Only employees in the top two quartiles will be chosen for the high-growth 

potential assignments. Because women are systematically underrepresented in the top two 

quartiles, they are given these types of opportunities less frequently than their male comparators. 

53. Goldman Sachs also discriminates against its female employees by denying them 

opportunities offered to men to move laterally into other areas of the firm. Lateral transfers are 

made based on unvalidated criteria and a tap on the shoulder system. On information and belief, 

Goldman Sachs transfers an overwhelmingly disproportionate number of men into the most 

lucrative positions, and passes over equally or more qualified women without regard to accurate 

measures of performance. 

54. These gender disparities in the allocation of business opportunities at Goldman 

Sachs perpetuate the disparities in performance evaluations, compensation, and promotions. 

Because women receive fewer and less lucrative opportunities than their male counterparts, it is 

more difficult for them to achieve the same level of performance. As a result, female financial 

professionals systematically receive worse performance evaluations, lower compensation, and 

fewer promotions despite equal or superior performance than their male comparators. 

Professional Support 

55. Professional support is also influenced by the quartiling system. Goldman Sachs 

assigns the majority of its support resources to high-growth potential desks and strategic 

initiatives. Only employees in the top two quartiles will be chosen for these choice assignments. 

Because women are systematically underrepresented in the top two quartiles, they receive less 
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professional support and resources than their male comparators. For example, female 

professionals at Goldman Sachs receive fewer junior employees to assist them with their work as 

a function of the discriminatory performance-evaluation process. 

56. Female Associates, Vice Presidents, and Managing Directors also receive less 

training and mentorship than similarly situated men in the same positions. Goldman Sachs 

managers disproportionately select male professionals to be paired with more senior mentors, to 

receive hands-on training, and to be included in social events where they have access to or 

visibility among senior management. In many areas, Goldman Sachs also discriminates against 

female finance professionals in seating assignments. For example, on trading floors, Goldman 

Sachs often places women at the periphery while seating similarly situated or more junior males 

near the center of the floor. Men thus have more access to the most senior managers who 

regularly sit in the middle ofthe floor, and are able to cultivate relationships with them more 

easily. Women lack this same access and face greater difficulties in cultivating the same 

relationships. These employment practices are the product of common policies and practices tied 

to discriminatory performance measures that systematically disadvantage the putative class 

Conclusion 

57. Accordingly, Chen-Oster, Parisi, and Orlich bring this class action on behalf of 

themselves individually and all similarly situated female Associates, Vice Presidents, and 

Managing Directors in the United States. This action seeks to end Goldman Sachs' 

discriminatory policies, patterns, and/or practices, and to make the Class whole by requesting the 

following remedies: injunctive relief to remedy systemic sex discrimination; an award of back 

pay and front pay; compensatory and punitive damages; and attorneys' fees. 
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CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

58. Plaintiffs bring this Class Action pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure 23( a), (b )(2), and (c)( 4) seeking liability-phase injunctive and declaratory relief on 

behalf of a Class of all female financial-services employees who are at the Associate, Vice 

President, and Managing Director corporate level and employed by Goldman, Sachs & Co. Inc. 

and its predecessors; and The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and its predecessors; in the United 

States at any time from September 10, 2004 through the resolution of this action for claims under 

Title VII. Plaintiffs also bring this Class Action pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure 23(a) and (b)(3) seeking monetary damages and other make-whole relief on behalf of 

a Class of all female financial-services employees who are at the Associate, Vice President, and 

Managing Director corporate level and employed by Goldman, Sachs & Co. Inc. and its 

predecessors; and The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and its predecessors; in the United States at 

any time from September 10, 2004 through the resolution of this action for claims under Title 

VII. Plaintiffs reserve the right to amend the definition of the Class based on discovery or legal 

developments. 

59. Plaintiffs also bring this Class Action pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure 23 ( a), (b )(2), and (c)( 4) seeking liability-phase injunctive and declaratory relief on 

behalf of a Class of all female financial-services employees who are at the Associate, Vice 

President, and Managing Director corporate level and employed by Goldman, Sachs & Co. Inc. 

and its predecessors; and The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and its predecessors; in New York at 

any time from July 7,2002 through the resolution of this action for claims under the NYCHRL. 

Plaintiffs also bring this Class Action pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 23(a) and 

(b )(3) seeking monetary damages and other make-whole relief on behalf of a Class of all female 

financial-services employees who are at the Associate, Vice President, and Managing Director 
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corporate level and employed by Goldman, Sachs & Co. Inc. and its predecessors; and The 

Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and its predecessors; in New York at any time from July 7, 2002 

through the resolution of this action for claims under the NYCHRL. Plaintiffs reserve the right 

to amend the definition of the Class based on discovery or legal developments. 

60. All Plaintiffs are members of the Classes they seek to represent. 

61. The members of the Class identified herein are so numerous that joinder of all 

members is impracticable. As of December 2009, Goldman Sachs employs approximately 

32,500 employees worldwide and approximately 18,900 in its Americas region (North and South 

America). Although Plaintiffs do not know the precise number of female financial-services 

employees at the Associate, Vice President, and Managing Director levels at Goldman Sachs, the 

number is far greater than can be feasibly addressed through joinder. 

62. There are questions of law and fact common to the Class, and these questions 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual members. Common questions include, 

among others: 

931510.3 

(a) whether Goldman Sachs' policies or practices discriminate against female 
Associates, Vice Presidents, and Managing Directors; 

(b) whether Goldman Sachs' policies and practices violate Title VII and/or the 
NYCHRL; and 

(c) whether Goldman Sachs' performance evaluation system discriminates 
against women; 

(d) whether Goldman Sachs' compensation system discriminates against 
women; 

(e) 

(f) 

whether Goldman Sachs' promotion system discriminates against women; 

whether equitable remedies, injunctive relief, compensatory damages, and 
punitive damages for the Class are warranted; and 
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(g) whether Goldman Sachs has failed to implement policies and procedures 
to prevent retaliation against employees who challenge perceived gender 
bias in the workplace, has failed to address complaints, and has failed to 
conduct proper investigations. 

63. The Representative Plaintiffs' claims are typical of the claims of the Class. 

64. The Representative Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately represent and protect the 

interests of the members of the Class. Plaintiffs have retained counsel competent and 

experienced in complex class actions, employment discrimination litigation, and the intersection 

thereof. 

65. Class certification is appropriate pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 23(b)(2) because Goldman Sachs has acted and/or refused to act on grounds generally 

applicable to the Class, making appropriate declaratory and injunctive relief with respect to 

Plaintiffs and the Class as a whole. The Class Members are entitled to injunctive relief to end 

Goldman Sachs' common, uniform, unfair, and discriminatory policies and practices. 

66. Class certification is also appropriate pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

23(b )(3) because common questions of fact and law predominate over any questions affecting 

only individual members of the Class, and because a class action is superior to other available 

methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of this litigation. The Class Members have been 

damaged and are entitled to recovery as a result of Goldman Sachs' common, uniform, unfair, 

and discriminatory policies and practices. Goldman Sachs has computerized account data, 

payroll data, and personnel data that will make calculation of damages for specific Class 

Members relatively simple. The propriety and amount of punitive damages are based on 

Goldman Sachs' conduct, making these issues common to the Class. 
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CLAIMS OF REPRESENTATIVE PLAINTIFFS 

H. Cristina Chen-Oster 

67. In March 1997, PlaintiffH. Cristina Chen-Oster began working for Goldman 

Sachs in the firm's Convertible Bonds Department, in the position of senior convertible bond 

salesperson. Goldman did not give her a title initially, despite the fact that Chen-Oster had held 

the title of Vice President for the same function with her previous employer. In June 1997, 

Goldman promoted Chen-Oster to Vice President from having no title. This was Chen-Oster's 

only promotion at Goldman Sachs during her eight-year tenure at the firm. 

68. During her employment, Goldman Sachs repeatedly denied Chen-Oster business 

opportunities, training and mentorship, and other terms and conditions of employment that it 

made available to similarly situated males. Additionally, throughout Chen-Oster's tenure at the 

firm, Goldman Sachs consistently reviewed her performance more harshly than it did similarly 

performing males, paid her less in base compensation and bonuses than it paid similarly situated 

men, and promoted equally or less qualified men instead of her to positions she was qualified to 

hold. 

69. In late 1997, Chen-Oster's direct supervisor, a male Managing Director, took 

away Chen-Oster's fastest growing account base - convertible bond arbitrage accounts - and 

transferred them to the firm's London desk. A male Associate who was also a convertible bond 

salesperson had the same account base as Chen-Oster did, and had also shared with her 

responsibility for some of the same arbitrage accounts. Her supervisor permitted the male 

Associate to continue covering the arbitrage accounts, but did not allow Chen-Oster to keep her 

coverage of the accounts, even though, as a Vice President, she was more senior than the male 

Associate. 
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70. In the fiscal year ending in November 1997, Chen-Oster earned significant 

revenues for Goldman Sachs. Nonetheless, Goldman Sachs paid her less that year than similarly 

situated males in her department who had generated less revenues. For example, upon 

information and belief, Goldman Sachs paid another male salesperson in the Convertible Bonds 

Department who had also been promoted to Vice President in June 1997 approximately 50% 

more than it paid Chen-Oster, even though this male salesperson had generated less revenues in 

both that year and the previous year. 

71. In early 1998, Chen-Oster's supervisor asked her to train a newly hired male 

Associate and to introduce him to her clients, telling her that she would be evaluated and 

rewarded based on how well she trained him. Chen-Oster invested significant time and energy 

on training the new male Associate, which she did well, and acted as a team player in sharing her 

client relationships with him. 

72. Despite her training efforts and strong sales performance, Goldman Sachs again 

paid Chen-Oster less in 1998 than it paid similarly situated men in her department. For example, 

the same male salesperson who had received more compensation than Chen-Oster in 1997 again 

received approximately 50% higher compensation than her in 1998, even though he again had 

generated less revenue that year, and had not shouldered the burden of training a new Associate. 

73. In 1998, Goldman Sachs promoted the male colleague who had been allowed to 

continue covering the arbitrage accounts to Vice President. 

74. In or around May 1999, Chen-Oster told her supervisor about an incident that had 

occurred in 1997, shortly after she joined Goldman Sachs. In the fall of 1997, Goldman Sachs 

sponsored a dinner for a male employee who had just been promoted to Managing Director. Part 

of the evening took place at Scores, a topless bar, and all employees in the group were 
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encouraged to join. At the end of the evening, a married male Associate in her group insisted 

that he escort her to her boyfriend's apartment building a few blocks away. In the hallway 

outside the apartment, the male colleague surprised Chen-Oster by pinning her against a wall, 

kissing and groping her, and attempting to engage in a sexual act with her. Chen-Oster did not 

invite or welcome the attempt, and had to physically defend herself. The next morning, the male 

colleague apologized profusely to Chen-Oster and asked her not to say anything about the 

incident to anyone. On the same day, the male colleague also told his supervisor what had 

happened the night before. This supervisor was also Chen-Oster's supervisor. The supervisor 

and the male colleague had been friends and sat next to each other on the trading floor. The male 

colleague was also the same Associate who her supervisor had permitted to continue covering 

the arbitrage accounts in late 1997, and who had been promoted to Vice President in 1998. 

Chen-Oster later learned that her male colleague had told their supervisor about the incident on 

the morning after it occurred. 

75. After reporting the 1997 incident to her supervisor, Chen-Oster began to 

experience increased hostility and marginalization at the firm. In mid-1999, Goldman Sachs 

took away some of her job duties and responsibilities, including responsibility for new Asian 

deal allocations in the United States and for giving feedback on new deal pricing prior to new 

deal announcements. Chen-Oster had been managing new Asian deal allocations successfully in 

the United States for the previous two years. 

76. At the end of 1999, Goldman Sachs again paid Chen-Oster less than it paid 

similarly situated men in her department. For example, upon information and belief, the male 

salesperson who had received more compensation than her in 1997 and 1998 again received over 

50% more compensation than her in 1999. The male colleague involved in the 1997 incident 
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also received over 50% more compensation than Chen-Oster, despite having been promoted to 

Vice President one year after Chen-Oster had been promoted. Both men had generated greater 

revenues in 1999 than Chen-Oster, but the difference resulted primarily from Chen-Oster's 

supervisor removing higher production accounts from her coverage, but not removing any 

accounts from either of the two similarly situated men in her department, and giving major new 

accounts to the men. 

77. In 2000, her supervisor rearranged seating assignments on the convertible bonds 

trading floor. In the trading world, seat assignments near the senior manager are highly coveted, 

as they signify people's rank and help them cultivate relationships with the most senior managers 

in the group. In the rearrangement, Chen-Oster's supervisor moved her to the seat farthest from 

him among all of the salespeople in the convertible bond department. In contrast, the supervisor 

placed the male colleague involved in the 1997 incident and the male Associate who Chen-Oster 

had trained - both of whom were more junior than her - near the center of the seating scheme 

where the supervisor sat. 

78. Goldman Sachs also restricted Chen-Oster's supervisory responsibilities. 

Goldman Sachs excluded her from delivering performance reviews and compensation numbers 

to the male Associate whom she had trained, even though employees with similar seniority 

typically performed this role with Associates they had trained. Goldman Sachs similarly 

excluded her from delivering performance reviews to her direct subordinate by scheduling the 

review for the day before Chen-Oster returned from her honeymoon, which was highly unusual 

and which even her direct subordinate perceived as strange. Instead, two male salespersons gave 

Chen-Oster's direct subordinate the performance review. Typically, performance reviews are 

delayed for days or even weeks so that an employee's direct supervisor can participate. 
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79. In or about October 2000, Goldman Sachs promoted two male salespersons in her 

department to Managing Director: the salesperson who had consistently received higher 

compensation than Chen-Oster even in years in which he generated fewer revenues, and the male 

colleague involved in the 1997 incident. Both of these men were friends of Chen-aster's direct 

supervisor. 

80. At the end of2000, both men who had been promoted to Managing Director 

received at least 100% more in compensation than Chen-Oster. 

81. In January 2001, Chen-Oster spoke to her supervisor and another Managing 

Director, both men, to ask for opportunities to advance her career. She indicated to them that her 

assigned area of business, Southeast Asian and Japanese convertible bonds, was low on her 

supervisor's priority list since her fastest growing accounts, the convertible arbitrage accounts, 

had been taken away from her. Neither Managing Director offered her any help. 

82. In March 2001, Chen-Oster told her supervisor that the women in the Convertible 

Bonds Department felt that Goldman Sachs did not treat them equally and that several of them 

felt uncomfortable with the sexist banter that regularly occurred on the trading floor. 

83. In March 2001, her supervisor announced that the male salesperson that had 

received higher compensation than Chen-Oster in the past, now a Managing Director, would be 

Chen-aster's direct supervisor. This new supervisor had previously undermined and denigrated 

Chen-Oster in front of others when they had been peers, and he continued to do so as her 

manager. In addition, the male colleague involved in the 1997 incident was made the sole head 

of u.S. convertible bond sales, effectively making him Chen-aster's indirect supervisor. 

84. In July 2001, Chen-Oster conducted an analysis of her business area and 

concluded that the area was small and had few prospects for growth since it had been 
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restructured to remove large accounts and those that had significant growth potential. She spoke 

with her new supervisor in an attempt to obtain more promising market opportunities, but the 

new supervisor instead directed her to continue working on her existing accounts. 

85. In late 2001, Chen-Oster's previous supervisor and new supervisor assigned the 

male salesperson who Chen-Oster had trained to assess a new market opportunity involving 

high-yield, distressed convertible bonds. Even though Chen-Oster was more qualified to take on 

the opportunity and had asked her supervisors for greater business opportunities, her supervisors 

intentionally excluded her from the project, even telling a Financial Analyst who worked directly 

for Chen-Oster not to inform Chen-Oster ofthe project. When Chen-Oster finally learned of the 

project and asked her new supervisor why she was never offered the opportunity, he responded 

that his opinion was that the male salesperson whom she had trained was better suited for the 

opportunity. 

86. In March 2002, Chen-Oster's subordinate, a Financial Analyst, transferred to 

London, leaving her without any dedicated support. Instead of finding a new Financial Analyst 

to support Chen-Oster, Goldman Sachs assigned her a more junior Sales Assistant, who worked 

only a fraction of his time with her. During the same period, the other male salespeople in the 

Convertible Bonds Department continued to have a dedicated Analyst to support them, in 

addition to a Sales Assistant. 

87. In June 2002, Chen-Oster's new supervisor replaced nearly half of the individuals 

on Chen-Oster's peer review list with employees in Europe who are known to give their peers 

lower scores, as is the typical practice in Europe. Moreover, because these employees were 

located in Europe, they had little familiarity with Chen-Oster and her performance. One of the 

people designated as her reviewer was a male salesperson who had no clients in common with 
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Chen-Oster and whom her new supervisor knew had sent racially offensive emails around the 

group, including one entitled, "Learn Chinese in 5 Minutes," which included statements such as 

"Our meeting is scheduled for next week ... Wai Yu Cum Nao?" and "Great ... Fu Kin Su 

Pah." Chen-Oster is Chinese. 

88. Following this change to her peer review list, Chen-Oster submitted a written 

complaint to her new supervisor and one of Goldman Sachs' Leadership and Diversity 

Managers. 

89. Shortly afterward, Goldman Sachs asked Chen-Oster to transfer to a marketing 

position in a newly formed group, Synthetic Convertibles. The new position was effectively a 

demotion, because Chen-Oster would be reporting to another Vice President, also a woman, 

instead of to a Managing Director for the first time in her entire five year tenure at the firm. 

Nonetheless, Chen-Oster agreed to transfer to try to escape the discrimination she was 

expenencmg. 

90. In 2002, Goldman Sachs promoted the male colleague who had been involved in 

the 1997 incident from Managing Director to Partner. Goldman Sachs did not promote Chen

Oster or the female Vice President who was Chen-aster's supervisor to Managing Director. 

91. At the end of 2002, Chen-Oster again received significantly less compensation 

than her similarly situated male peers. The male Associate whom she had trained, for example, 

earned significantly more in compensation than Chen-Oster, despite having generated fewer 

gross sales credits than she had in that year. 

92. From March to July 2003, Chen-Oster took maternity leave. 
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93. At the end of2003, Goldman Sachs again paid Chen-Oster less than her similarly 

situated male peers. For example, the male salesperson she had once trained received 

substantially greater compensation than she did for 2003. 

94. From July to November 2004, Chen-Oster again took maternity leave. When she 

returned, Goldman Sachs removed her former accounts and failed to provide her with any 

meaningful responsibilities or accounts. Goldman Sachs also moved Chen-Oster's seat from the 

trading floor to a location among the administrative assistants, all of whom were female. Upon 

information and belief, Chen-Oster was the only Vice President-level professional who had been 

assigned to sit among support staff. The seating arrangement also had the effect of removing 

Chen-Oster from the visibility of managers and creating the perception that she was a junior 

person. 

95. In December 2004, Chen-Oster again received less compensation than her 

similarly situated male peers, including but not limited to the male salesperson she had trained. 

96. In February 2005, Goldman Sachs relocated Chen-Oster to a sales group that was 

known by managers to have lower average compensation than the convertible bonds sales group 

at Goldman Sachs. In this new group, her supervising Partner, a male, assigned her less 

favorable accounts than he assigned to male employees. 

97. The inferior business opportunities and treatment that Goldman Sachs gave Chen-

Oster relative to her similarly situated male peers severely impacted her career growth and 

compensation at Goldman Sachs. After being promoted to Vice President, Chen-Oster was 

never promoted again. Between 1997 and 2004, her compensation increased by only 27%, far 

lower than comparable males. While Chen-Oster's career growth stagnated, the male colleague 
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involved in the 1997 incident was promoted to Managing Director and [mally Partner. Over the 

same period, he saw his compensation increase by more than 400%. 

98. Throughout Chen-Oster's employment, Goldman Sachs also discriminated against 

her by reviewing her performance more negatively than her similarly situated male peers. 

Although she received good 360 degree scores from her peers, these scores nevertheless did not 

fully reflect her contributions to the firm. Moreover, although they provided her with regular 

positive feedback, her supervisors reviewed her more negatively than her similarly situated male 

peers in their private evaluations of her, as is evidenced by the fact that she repeatedly received 

less compensation than male peers who had underperformed her. 

99. On March 10,2005, Chen-Oster resigned due to the consistent and systematic 

discrimination she had suffered over her eight years at Goldman Sachs. 

100. On or about July 6,2005, Chen-Oster filed a charge of gender discrimination and 

retaliation with the EEOC (attached hereto as Exhibit 1) and on June 22,2010, she received a 

Notice of Right to Sue? 

Lisa Parisi 

101. In August 2001, Plaintiff Lisa Parisi began working for Goldman Sachs as a Vice 

President in the firm's asset management division, Goldman Sachs Asset Management 

("GSAM"). In 2003, Goldman Sachs promoted Parisi to Managing Director in the Value Group. 

This was Parisi's only promotion at Goldman Sachs in her seven-year tenure at the firm. 

1 02. During her employment, Goldman Sachs repeatedly denied Parisi business 

opportunities, training and mentorship, and other terms and conditions of employment which it 

made available to similarly situated males. Additionally, Goldman Sachs consistently reviewed 

her performance more harshly than it did similarly performing males, paid her less in total 

2 Chen-aster's attorneys received a copy of her Notice of Right to Sue from the EEOC on June 18, 2010. 
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compensation than it paid similarly situated men, and promoted equally or less qualified men 

instead of her to positions she was qualified to hold. 

103. Despite her objective record of superior performance, Goldman Sachs paid her 

less than similarly situated men throughout her career at Goldman Sachs. For example, a male 

employee who began at Goldman Sachs around the same time as Parisi experienced the same 

growth in assets under management as Parisi - from approximately $4 billion in 2001 to between 

$40 and $50 billion in 2007. This similarly situated man, however, received compensation much 

higher than Parisi. From 2001 to 2007, his compensation doubled. In contrast, Parisi's 

compensation dropped 60% from 2005 to 2007 despite her continued high performance and 

similar assets under management. Other male employees with whom Parisi worked also 

received larger increases in their compensation than Parisi did. 

104. At Goldman Sachs, Parisi was a top performer and consistently outperformed the 

industry. Her job as a portfolio manager required her to work on several portfolios, each of 

which had a benchmark. During her tenure at Goldman Sachs, Parisi achieved or surpassed each 

of these benchmarks. Parisi also consistently generated strong returns on both "long" 

investments and more difficult "short" investments. She was one of the few people in her group 

at Goldman Sachs who generated profits on such "short" investments. 

105. When Parisi asked her superiors why Goldman Sachs had lowered her 

compensation, her supervising Partner told her that, while her objective performance numbers 

were good, the Small Cap Group of which she was a member did not outperform. However, the 

other two senior members of her team, both men, did not suffer any decline in compensation. In 

fact, they both received an increase in compensation. Parisi's supervising Partner also stated that 

Goldman lowered her compensation because her 360-degree review scores had declined. After 
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hearing this, Parisi spoke to her colleagues, all of whom confmned that they had not had any 

negative experiences with her. 

106. During Parisi ' s entire tenure as a Goldman Sachs Managing Director, similarly 

situated male Managing Directors received significantly higher increases in total compensation 

than her. 

107. In 2006, Parisi requested a relocation to Atlanta so that she could be closer to her 

fiance and his school-age children. Goldman Sachs approved her request. In or around March 

2006, she moved to Atlanta, paying her own relocation expenses, which is not typical for 

employees being transferred to other offices. Following her move, Parisi continued to be a top 

performer at Goldman Sachs. 

108. While Parisi had previously received uniformly positive reviews, Goldman Sachs 

began evaluating her harshly in 2006. Goldman Sachs claimed that Parisi ' s support staffhad 

negative experiences with her. When Parisi approached her support staff, analysts, and the head 

trader to inquire about these purported negative experiences, however, they refuted Goldman 

Sachs' claims and confirmed that none of them had had any negative experiences with her. 

109. In 2006, Parisi's supervising Partner informed her that Goldman Sachs intended 

to take retail industry stock investments away from her. The Partner did not give Parisi a reason 

for taking away these investments. When Parisi's colleagues learned about these plans, they 

expressed shock. Several of them praised her as one of the best retail stock pickers in the 

industry. Parisi brought the issue to the attention of the head of her group and pointed out that 

she had made significant profits for Goldman Sachs in the retail sector. Only then did Goldman 

Sachs allow her to keep her coverage of the retail sector. Parisi learned from a colleague that her 
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expressed shock. Several of them praised her as one of the best retail stock pickers in the 

industry. Parisi brought the issue to the attention of the head of her group and pointed out that 

she had made significant profits for Goldman Sachs in the retail sector. Only then did Goldman 

Sachs allow her to keep her coverage of the retail sector. Parisi learned from a colleague that her 
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supervising Partner wanted to take her retail investments away from her because the Partner 

wanted to give them to a male Vice President who had just joined the Value Group. 

110. As Parisi's work situation became untenable, she approached her supervising 

Partner in November 2007 and expressed an interest in receiving a separation agreement. She 

did not receive one. Instead, in November 2008, Goldman Sachs terminated Parisi's 

employment. 

111. On or about January 6,2010, Parisi filed a charge of gender discrimination and 

retaliation with the EEOC and the New York State Division of Human Rights. Parisi's charge is 

attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 2 and is incorporated by reference. Parisi is requesting a 

Notice of Right to Sue from the EEOC, to which she is entitled. 

Shanna Orlich 

112. Plaintiff Shanna Orlich first began working for Goldman Sachs as a Summer 

Associate in 2006 while a student in the JDIMBA program at Columbia University. As a 

Summer Associate, Orlich did rotations in several trading departments of Goldman. After 

graduation, Orlich returned to Goldman Sachs in July 2007 and began working as an Associate 

in the Capital Structure Franchise Trading ("CSFT") Group, a unit within the firm's Fixed 

Income, Currencies, and Commodities ("FICC") Division. 

113. During her employment, Goldman Sachs repeatedly denied Orlich business 

opportunities, training and mentorship, and other terms and conditions of employment that it 

made available to similarly situated males. Additionally, throughout Orlich's tenure at the firm, 

Goldman Sachs consistently reviewed her performance more harshly than it did similarly 

performing males, paid her less in bonuses than it paid similarly situated men, and promoted 

equally or less qualified men instead of her to positions she was qualified to hold. 
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114. At the time Orlich joined the CSFT group, the group consisted of 12 employees-

10 male and 2 female, including herself. 

115. In her first performance review, in December 2007, Orlich's direct supervisor, a 

male Managing Director, gave her only positive feedback and praise for the work she had done 

to date. 

116. Nonetheless, Goldman Sachs gave Orlich fewer opportunities to become a junior 

trader than it gave similarly situated males. Although Orlich joined Goldman to be a trader, 

when she arrived at the CSFT desk, her direct supervisor told her that there was no trading seat 

available, and that she would have to rotate with traders and serve as a desk analyst, a less 

desirable position. 

117. However, at the same time Goldman Sachs hired Orlich, it also hired a man who 

had been Orlich's business school classmate. Goldman Sachs' managers would challenge this 

male classmate to do push-up contests on the trading floor. When he arrived at Goldman Sachs, 

Goldman Sachs allowed him to start directly as a trader in the High Yield group. 

118. In October 2007, Orlich's male Managing Director, who was responsible for both 

the High Yield and CSFT groups, decided to take on a junior trading partner in CSFT. He 

offered the position to Orlich's male classmate but not to Orlich, even though she was a member 

ofthe CSFT desk and Orlich's male classmate was not. 

119. Around the same time Orlich was hired, Goldman Sachs also hired a male Analyst 

directly from college. Even though the new Analyst was junior to her, Goldman Sachs allowed 

him to begin working as a trader in the CSFT group immediately. 

120. In December 2007, Orlich complained to her direct supervisor that she had not 

been put in a trading seat. She pointed out to him that her male classmate and the new Analyst 
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were already trading. When Orlich pressed him for a reason why she had not been put in a 

trading seat, he replied that she did not have enough experience in trading. However, Orlich's 

male classmate, like her, did not have any trading experience prior to his summer internship at 

Goldman in 2006. Likewise, the new Analyst also did not have any trading experience prior to 

his summer internship at Goldman in 2006. Nevertheless, Goldman Sachs readily placed her two 

male colleagues in trading positions, despite their lack of experience. 

121. As a desk analyst, Orlich essentially had no defined role and had to work on 

whatever assignments her superiors asked her to do. While her male classmate and the male 

Analyst received hands-on training and mentorship, Orlich was professionally and socially 

isolated in her role and did not receive similar levels of support, training, or mentorship from her 

managers. 

122. In January 2008, Orlich spoke to a more senior female trader about not having 

opportunities to trade. After this conversation, her direct supervisor agreed to assign her to a 

junior trader role with a male trader in CSFT. Days later, her direct supervisor left Goldman 

Sachs. In April 2008, the male trader to whom Orlich had been assigned also left the firm. After 

the male trader's and his trading partner's departures, Goldman Sachs did not assign Orlich a 

new trading partner. As a result, she continued to have no opportunities to trade. 

123. In July 2008, Orlich reached out to a male Managing Director of Sales to 

complain that she did not have a trading partner and was not being given an opportunity to trade. 

The male Managing Director expressed surprise that Orlich had been hired to be a trader and told 

Orlich that he did not see her as the "right fit" to be a trader. He also told her that he saw her as 

an analyst, even though he had told a male colleague of hers that taking the analyst position 
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would not be a good career move. He further told Orlich that because he had not hired her, he 

did not view her as his responsibility. 

124. Orlich then reached out to other members of Goldman Sachs' senior management 

team. A senior male Partner told Orlich to be a "team player" and to stay in the analyst role. 

125. After Orlich's direct supervisor, who was also her male classmate's trading 

partner, left Goldman Sachs, Orlich's male classmate also reached out to the same senior male 

Partner. When Orlich's male classmate sought his help, the senior male Partner assigned her 

male classmate to be a junior trader with a highly successful trader in High Yield. 

126. Throughout her employment at Goldman Sachs, Orlich worked in an environment 

in which her colleagues did not treat her and other women with the same respect that they gave 

to their male peers. This was true for work assignments and for social outings where 

relationships between managers and employees were cemented. 

127. For example, Goldman organized frequent golf outings and other social events to 

which female employees, including Orlich, were not invited. On one occasion, a senior analyst 

on the CSFT desk asked every male person in Orlich's department and in neighboring groups to 

be his partner at a golf outing, including individuals more junior to Orlich. However, he did not 

ask Orlich, the only female on the fixed income side of the CSFT trading desk. Orlich has 

played golf since childhood and also played varsity golf for her high school team. 

128. Orlich also learned of a golf outing attended by approximately 80 Goldman Sachs 

employees, only one of whom was a female employee. Orlich was told that she was not invited 

because she was too junior, but she later learned that several male analysts straight out of college 

attended the outing. 
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129. Orlich's superiors at Goldman Sachs also asked her to perform clerical and 

administrative work that they did not give to male Associates, or even to male Analysts. For 

example, a senior male analyst on the CSFT desk often gave her demeaning and menial 

assignments, such as setting up his blackberry, making photocopies, and answering calls from his 

wife. Similarly situated male Associates and even more junior male analysts were not asked to 

perform such work. 

130. During Orlich's employment, Goldman Sachs also discriminated against her by 

reviewing her performance more negatively than her similarly situated male peers. For example, 

Orlich worked long hours during her employment and was often the fIrst person to arrive at the 

office and the last person to leave. Nevertheless, a senior male analyst to whom Orlich reported 

criticized her for not working hard enough. In mid-2008, Orlich was given performance review 

scores that penalized her for being given an undefIned role as a desk analyst and for not having 

had opportunities to develop trading expertise. However, Orlich never received a formal review 

from any of her superiors. 

131. These disparities in the business opportunities and treatment that Goldman gave 

to Orlich's male peers but denied to her severely impacted her career growth and compensation 

at Goldman Sachs. In November 2008, Goldman Sachs terminated Orlich' s employment. 

132. On or about January 7, 2010, Orlich fIled a charge of gender discrimination and 

retaliation with the EEOC and the New York State Division of Human Rights. Orlich's charge is 

attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 3 and is incorporated by reference. Orlich is requesting a 

Notice of Right to Sue from the EEOC, to which she is entitled. 
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CAUSES OF ACTION 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
Intentional Discrimination 

(Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U .S.C. §§ 2000e et seq.) 
(On Behalf of All Plaintiffs and the Class) 

133. Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding paragraphs as alleged above. 

134. This Claim is brought by all Representative Plaintiffs on behalf ofthemselves and 

the Class they represent. Plaintiffs have timely filed charges with the EEOC and have thus 

exhausted their administrative remedies. 

135. Goldman Sachs has engaged in an intentional, company-wide, and systematic 

policy, pattern, and/or practice of discrimination against its female Associates, Vice Presidents, 

and Managing Directors. Goldman Sachs has intentionally discriminated against Plaintiffs and 

the Class in violation of Title VII by, among other things: 

931510.3 

(a) Utilizing a biased performance system; 

(b) Utilizing a biased compensation system; 

(c) Utilizing a biased promotion system; 

(d) Systematically and intentionally undervaluing their aptitude and 
performance; and 

(e) Failing and refusing to take reasonable and adequate steps to prevent and 
correct the use of standardless, unvalidated, and/or illegitimate criteria to 
determine the terms and conditions of employment. 

136. These company-wide policies are intended to and do have the effect of: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Denying Plaintiffs and Class Members business opportunities because of 
their gender; 

Compensating them less because of their gender; 

Failing to promote them because oftheir gender; 

Evaluating their performance more negatively because of their gender; 
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( e) Offering them less administrative support, training, and mentorship as a 
result of discriminatory performance measures that systematically 
disadvantaged them because of their gender; and 

(f) Providing them with inferior terms and conditions of employment as a 
result of discriminatory performance measures that systematically 
disadvantaged them because oftheir gender. 

137. The discriminatory acts that constitute Goldman Sachs' pattern and/or practice of 

discrimination have occurred both within and outside the liability period in this case. 

138. As a direct result of Goldman Sachs' discriminatory policies andlor practices as 

described above, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered damages including, but not limited to, 

lost past and future income, compensation, and benefits. 

139. The foregoing conduct constitutes illegal, intentional discrimination and 

unjustified disparate treatment prohibited by 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e et seq. 

140. Plaintiffs request relief as hereinafter described. 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Disparate Impact Discrimination 
(Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e et seq.) 

(On Behalf of All Plaintiffs and the Class) 

141. Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding paragraphs as alleged above. 

142. This Claim is brought by all Representative Plaintiffs on behalf of themselves and 

the Class they represent. Plaintiffs have timely filed charges with the EEOC and have thus 

exhausted their administrative remedies. 

143. Goldman Sachs' reliance on illegitimate and unvalidated systems and criteria to 

distribute business opportunities, determine levels of professional support, evaluate employee 

performance, set compensation, and select individuals for promotion, and determine other terms 

and conditions of employment have an adverse impact on female Associates, Vice Presidents, 

and Managing Directors in violation of Title VII and are not, and cannot be, justified by business 
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necessity. Even if such system and/or policies could be justified by business necessity, less 

discriminatory alternatives exist and would equally serve any alleged necessity. 

144. Goldman Sachs has maintained these discriminatory policies, patterns, and/or 

practices both within and outside the liability period in this case. 

145. As a direct result of Goldman Sachs' discriminatory policies and/or practices as 

described above, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered damages including, but not limited to, 

lost past and future income, compensation, and benefits. 

146. The foregoing policies, patterns, and/or practices have an unlawful disparate 

impact on women in violation of 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e et seq. 

147. Plaintiffs request relief as hereinafter described. 

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Intentional Discrimination 
(NYCHRL, New York City Administrative Code § 8-107 et seq.) 

(On Behalf of All Plaintiffs and the Class) 

148. Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding paragraphs as alleged above. 

149. This Claim is brought by all Representative Plaintiffs on behalf of themselves and 

the Class they represent. 

150. Goldman Sachs has engaged in an intentional, company-wide, and systematic 

policy, pattern, and/or practice of discrimination against its female Associates, Vice Presidents, 

and Managing Directors. Goldman Sachs has intentionally discriminated against Plaintiffs and 

the Class in violation of the NYCHRL by, among other things: 
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(b) 
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(d) Systematically and intentionally undervaluing their aptitude and 
performance; and 

(e) Failing and refusing to take reasonable and adequate steps to prevent and 
correct the use of standardless, unvalidated, and/or illegitimate criteria to 
detennine the tenns and conditions of employment. 

151. These company-wide policies are intended to and do have the effect of: 

(a) Denying Plaintiffs and Class Members business opportunities because of 
their gender; 

(b) Compensating them less because of their gender; 

(c) Failing to promote them because of their gender; 

(d) Evaluating their perfonnance more negatively because of their gender; 

( e) Offering them less administrative support, training, and mentorship 
because of their gender; and 

(f) Providing them with inferior terms and conditions of employment because 
of their gender. 

152. The discriminatory acts that constitute Goldman Sachs' pattern and/or practice of 

discrimination has occurred both within and outside the liability period in this case. 

153. Goldman Sachs has set and/or maintained these discriminatory policies, patterns, 

and/or practices during the liability period within the City of New York, and the discriminatory 

policies, patterns, and/or practices have had a discriminatory impact on female employees of 

Goldman Sachs within the City of New York. 

154. As a direct result of Goldman Sachs' discriminatory policies and/or practices as 

described above, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered damages including, but not limited to, 

lost past and future income, compensation, and benefits. 

155. The foregoing conduct constitutes illegal, intentional discrimination prohibited by 

the Administrative Code of the City of N ew York § 8-107 et seq. 

156. Plaintiffs request relief as hereinafter described. 
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the Administrative Code of the City of New York § 8-107 et seq. 

156. Plaintiffs request relief as hereinafter described. 
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FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Disparate Impact Discrimination 
(NYCHRL, New York City Administrative Code § 8-107 et seq.) 

(On Behalf of All Plaintiffs and the Class) 

157. Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding paragraphs as alleged above. 

158. This Claim is brought by all Representative Plaintiffs on behalf ofthemselves and 

the Class they represent. Plaintiffs have timely filed charges with the EEOC and have thus 

exhausted their administrative remedies. 

159. Goldman Sachs' reliance on illegitimate and unvalidated systems and criteria to 

distribute business opportunities, determine levels of professional support, evaluate employee 

performance, set compensation, and select individuals for promotion, and determine other terms 

and conditions of employment have an adverse impact on female Associates, Vice Presidents, 

and Managing Directors in violation of Title VII and are not, and cannot be, justified by business 

necessity. Even if such system and/or policies could be justified by business necessity, less 

discriminatory alternatives exist and would equally serve any alleged necessity. 

160. Goldman Sachs has maintained these discriminatory policies, patterns, and/or 

practices both within and outside the liability period in this case. 

161. As a direct result of Goldman Sachs' discriminatory policies and/or practices as 

described above, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered damages including, but not limited to, 

lost past and future income, compensation, and benefits. 

162. The foregoing policies, patterns, and/or practices have an unlawful disparate 

impact on women in violation of 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e et seq. 

163. Plaintiffs request relief as hereinafter described. 
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FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Retaliation 
(Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.c. §§ 2000e et seq.) 

(On Behalf of All Plaintiffs Individually) 

164. Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding paragraphs as alleged above. 

165. This Claim is brought by Plaintiffs Chen-Oster, Parisi, and Orlich individually. 

Plaintiffs have timely filed charges with the EEOC alleging retaliation claims and have thus 

exhausted their administrative remedies. 

166. Plaintiffs engaged in protected activities, including making internal complaints of 

unlawful discrimination and filing charges with the EEOC and NYSDHR complaining of 

Goldman Sachs' discriminatory policies and practices. 

167. Goldman Sachs took adverse actions against the Plaintiffs with the purpose of 

retaliating against them because of their participation in protected activities, and Plaintiffs 

suffered damages as a result of that conduct. 

168. Plaintiffs request relief as hereinafter described. 

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Retaliation 
(NYCHRL, New York City Administrative Code § 8-107 et seq.) 

(On Behalf of All Plaintiffs Individually) 

169. Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding paragraphs as alleged above. 

170. This Claim is brought by Plaintiffs Chen-Oster, Parisi, and Orlich individually. 

171. Plaintiffs engaged in protected activities, including making internal complaints of 

unlawful discrimination and filing charges with the EEOC and NYSDHR complaining of 

Goldman Sachs' discriminatory policies and practices. 
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172. Goldman Sachs took adverse actions against the Plaintiffs with the purpose of 

retaliating against them because of their participation in protected activities, and Plaintiffs 

suffered damages as a result of that conduct. 

173. Plaintiffs request relief as hereinafter described. 

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Pregnancy Discrimination 
(Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e et seq., as amended by the 

Pregnancy Discrimination Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k)) 
(On Behalf of Plaintiff Chen-Oster Individually) 

174. Plaintiff Chen-Oster incorporates the preceding paragraphs as alleged above. 

175. This Claim is brought by Plaintiff Chen-Oster individually. 

176. Goldman Sachs has discriminated against Chen-Oster in the terms and conditions 

of their employment on the basis of their status as pregnant women and as women with children, 

in violation of Title VII ofthe Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 U.S.C. § 2000e et seq., specifically 

the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k). 

177. Goldman Sachs knew that its actions constituted unlawful discrimination and 

showed willful and/or reckless disregard for Chen-aster's statutorily protected rights. 

178. As a direct result of Goldman Sachs' discriminatory policies and/or practices as 

described above, Chen-Oster has suffered damages including, but not limited to, lost past and 

future income, compensation, and benefits. 

179. Plaintiff Chen-Oster requests relief as hereinafter described. 

EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Pregnancy Discrimination 
(NYCHRL, New York City Administrative Code § 8-107 et seq.) 

(On Behalf of Plaintiff Chen-Oster Individually) 

180. Plaintiff Chen-Oster incorporate the preceding paragraphs as alleged above. 
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181. This Claim is brought by Plaintiff Chen-Oster individually. 

182. Goldman Sachs has discriminated against Chen-Oster in the terms and conditions 

of their employment on the basis of their status as pregnant women and as women with children, 

in violation ofthe Administrative Code of the City of New York § 8-107 et seq. 

183. Goldman Sachs knew that its actions constituted unlawful discrimination and 

showed willful and/or reckless disregard for Chen-Oster's statutorily protected rights. 

184. Goldman Sachs engaged in the discriminatory conduct alleged above during the 

liability period within the City of New York. 

185. As a direct result of Goldman Sachs' discriminatory policies and/or practices as 

described above, Chen-Oster has suffered damages including, but not limited to, lost past and 

future income, compensation, and benefits. 

186. Plaintiff Chen-Oster requests relief as hereinafter described. 

ALLEGATIONS REGARDING RELIEF 

187. Plaintiffs and the Classes they seek to represent have no plain, adequate, or 

complete remedy at law to redress the wrongs alleged herein, and the injunctive reliefthey seek 

in this action is the only means of securing complete and adequate relief. Plaintiffs and the 

Classes they seek to represent are now suffering, and will continue to suffer, irreparable injury 

from Goldman Sachs' discriminatory acts and omissions. 

188. Goldman Sachs' actions have caused and continue to cause Plaintiffs and all Class 

Members substantial losses in earnings and other employment benefits. 

189. In addition, Plaintiffs and Class Members suffer and continue to suffer emotional 

distress, humiliation, embarrassment, and anguish, all to their damage in an amount according to 

proof. 
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190. Goldman Sachs perfonned the acts herein alleged with malice or reckless 

indifference. Plaintiffs and Class Members are thus entitled to recover punitive damages in an 

amount according to proof. 

931510.3 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

191. WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs and the Class pray for relief as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

0) 

Certification of the case as a class action on behalf of the proposed 
Classes; 

Designation of Representative Plaintiffs H. Cristina Chen-Oster, Lisa 
Parisi, and Shanna Orlich as representatives of the Classes; 

Designation of Representative Plaintiffs' counsel of record as Class 
Counsel; 

A declaratory judgment that the practices complained of herein are 
unlawful and violate 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e, et seq.; and the Administrative 
Code of the City of New York § 8-107 et seq.; 

A preliminary and pennanent injunction against Goldman Sachs and its 
officers, agents, successors, employees, representatives, and any and all 
persons acting in concert with them, from engaging in policies, patterns, 
and/or practices that discriminate against Plaintiffs or the Class because of 
their gender or participation in this lawsuit; 

An order that Goldman Sachs institute and carry out policies, practices, 
and programs that provide equal employment opportunities for all 
employees regardless of gender, and that it eradicate the effects of their 
past and present unlawful employment practices; 

An order requiring Goldman Sachs to develop and institute accurate and 
validated standards for evaluating perfonnance, assigning job 
opportunities, detennining pay, and making promotion decisions; 

An order appointing a monitor to ensure that Goldman Sachs complies 
with the injunction provisions of any decree that the Court orders; 

An order retaining jurisdiction over this action to ensure that Goldman 
Sachs complies with such a decree; 

An order restoring Plaintiffs and Class Members to their rightful positions 
at Goldman Sachs, or in lieu of reinstatements, an order for front pay 
benefits; 
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(k) Back pay (including interest and benefits) for the Representative Plaintiffs 
and Class Members; 

(1) All damages sustained as a result of Goldman Sachs' conduct, including 
damages for emotional distress, humiliation, embarrassment, and anguish, 
according to proof; 

(m) Exemplary and punitive damages in an amount commensurate with 
Goldman Sachs' ability to pay and to deter future conduct; 

(n) Costs incurred herein, including reasonable attorneys' fees to the extent 
allowable by law; 

(0) Pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, as provided by law; and 

(P) Such other and further legal and equitable relief as this Court deems 
necessary, just, and proper. 

JURy DEMAND 

192. Pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs demand 

a trial by jury in this action. 

Dated: New York, New York 
September .14,2011 

931510.3 

Carmelyn P. Malalis 
Cara E. Greene 
Jennifer L. Liu 
3 Park Avenue, 29th Floor 
New York, New York 10016 
Telephone: (212) 245-1000 
Facsimile: (212) 977-4005 

LIEFF, CABRASER, HEIMANN & 
BERNSTEIN, LLP 

Kelly M. Dermody (admitted pro hac vice) 
Anne B. Shaver (admitted pro hac vice) 
Alison M. Stocking (admitted pro hac vice) 
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931510.3 

275 Battery Street, 29th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94111-3339 
Telephone: (415) 956-1000 
Facsimile: (415) 956-1008 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Putative Class 
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275 Battery Street, 29th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94111-3339 
Telephone: (415) 956-1000 
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Putative Class 
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EXHIBIT 1 EXHIBIT 1 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 
This [orm is affected by the PrivaC}' Ad oj 1 ~i74; See Privacy i\ct Statemem before 
rompleting this form. 

EEOC 

--.-- -.... _----------_._-------------_._ .... - - ._-
Slat.: or local Agency, if any 

CHARGE Nm-mER 

________ lInd EEOC 

NAME (lrldic!lte Air., Ms., 'J.-;;:1~;;5:.') -·-----·-------Timw:;;:;;:ml'iDiirThr~r:::1:_:::;:_:;=:_r;:::w;_----------__j 

H. Cristina Chen-Oster 
-===-=-=-::====-=----- .. --- _.- -.... - ---- .-----.,.-±::=-:-=::::-:-:==--:-:=-:::-:=;;---~=:-:--:=-=~==-------{ 

NAME 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY WHO DJSCRIMINATED AGAINST ME (If more ihan one lis! below.) 

NA1\1E 
Goldman, Sachs & Co. 

- NUMBER OFEI\1PLOYEF:S, IVlr.,"'.>"~'" 
Over 20,000 

STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE, A.ND ZIP CODE 

1 New York Plaza, 50th Fl. NewYork,NY 10004 

NA,.l'vlE 

STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE 

STATE OR 

CAUSE-OF DJSCRI!I-Jl:"!ATlON BASED ON (7hCCk 'TproprTc oox{«j) 

DRACE D COI.OR CJ SEX RELlGJON D AGE 

DATE Lli'''_lU'.V1!JI''rl,~l''--'l ... TOOK PLACE 
EARLIEST (edea{epa) LATEST (ALL) 

I X I HET}\UATION D NATIONAL DDlSABJUnDoTHER 
ORfCIN 

March 10, 2005 

(speci!Yl. _ _ .' _____ .. -:;:-o,-,:-...,...,,..,....---,--..,--'--:-:---:--;c-.--,--:-.--:-:-::---------'-----.. -.-----------
THE PARTICULARS ARE (If Addition:>! paper is a!la~h extr,. sh;,et (s)): 
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I 

i 

~~=-__ ~~~~~~___J 
I want this charge filed with bolh Ille EEOC and the Slat<: or locol Ag~"cy_lf ~ny. I wi~':id:::;se- --;;" ~~!..!""--"""""'-'fT',--,:Local Requirements) I 
frIe a.gendes if J ch:mgc my address or lck"pht.11'!.C numher and i will coop~r.:.!{e fully Wl tll them ~ 

in Illc: processing of my charge til accordance. with ille" i'r<lC~dur"s . I 

( 

O1argulg Party (S~glr~t;lri!.) 

I SJC>JAll.!REOf Cor.1FLAh'lA:'iT 
I 

SUBSCRIBED ;\1\:D 5'NOIL', TO BEFOPE ME1HIS DATE 
(Dalj. 111<",111, dnd lJCllr) 

17(7(0:;-
MELANIE L. CRiSTOl 

Notary Publk:. State of New York 
No.01CR61t9348 

Qualifiec in New York County _ 
Commission Explres Ncwmber29, 20D'i( 

! 
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The particulars are: 

I. My name is H. Cristina Chen-Oster. I was born 

2. From March 3, 1997 to March 10, 2005, 1 was an employee in the Equi ties 
Division of Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman"). 1 worked as a senior 
international convertible bond salesperson from March 1997 to September 
2002 and as a senior synthetics convertible marketer from September 2002 to 
July 2004. I was promoted to Vice President in June 1997; that was my only 
promotion at Goldman. 

3. Goldman discriminated against me on the basis of my gender with respect to 
pay, promotion, and other terms and conditions of employment; this included 
discrimination based on my pregnancy. Goldman retaliated against me when I 
complained about this discrimination. 

4. This pattern of discrimination and retaliation began after a Goldma.11 employee 
- a senior salesperson in my group arId a friend of my manager at the time 
assaulted me in the fall of 1997. 

5. The discrimjnation, harassment and retaliation included, bui was not limited to, 
the following: 

(a) Throughout my career at Goldman, I was paid less than similarly-situated 
mer.., I was initially n(lt given any formal evaluation unli,.'<e similarly
situated men and .vas later evaluated more harshly than similarly-situated 
men, I was treated Jess favorably regarding promotions than similarly
situated men, and I was given less favorable a<:count assi.gnments than 
similarly-situated men. 

(b) When I reported the sexual assault in May 1999 to my manager, the 
Partner in charge oftbe global convertible group, he advised me not to 
pursue the matier with Employee Relations. 

(c) After I eventually disclosed the sexual assault to Human Resources, my 
perfoffilance evaluators and evaluations were manipulated so that I 
received artificially negative reviews, and my seat assigmnent was such 
that I was physically isolated from members of my desk and cut off from 
the flow of infonnation. 

(d) I took maternity leaves [TOm about March 24, 2003 to about July 23, 20m 
and from about July 6, 2004 to about November 5, 2(}tlv4. After my return 
in about November 2004, GOldman provided me with no meaningful 
responsibilities and I was given no accounts -- not even those that I had 
handled before my maternity leave. In addition, my seat was moved to a 
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(b) When I reported the sexual assault in May 1999 to my manager, the 
Partner in charge of the global convertible group, he advised me not to 
pursue the matier with Employee Relations. 

(c) After I eventually disclosed the sexual assault to Human Resources, my 
perfoffilance evaluators and evaluations were manipulated so that I 
received artificially negative reviews, and my seat assigmnent was such 
that I was physically isolated from members of my desk and cut off from 
the flow of infonnation. 

(d) I took maternity leaves [TOm about March 24, 2003 to about July 23, 20m 
and from about July 6, 2004 to about November 5, 2004. After my return 
in about November 2004, Goldman provided me with no meaningful 
responsibilities and I was given no accounts -- not even those that I had 
handled before mymatemity leave. In addition, my seat was moved to a 
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location among the administrative assistants. Upon information and 
belief, no male Vice President level professional has ever been assigned a 
seat among a group of administrative staff in the Equities Division. The 
group 0 f administrative staff was all female. 

(e) On about February IS, 2005, after having spent three months without any 
substantive assignments or position, I was given no choice but to take a 
much lesser-valued job in U.S. Research Sales. While I was told r could 
continue to seek another position wiihin Goldman on my own time, I was 
simultaneously told that there were no other positions available for me. 
As a result, I involuntarily accepted the position. Over the next few 
weeks, I was given basic account assignments that were far less favorable 
than accounts given to similarly-situated men. 

6. On March 10, 2005, 1 resigned irom Goldman because of the discrimination 
and retaliation. 

7. I seek compensation from Goldman Sachs for the discrimination and 
retaliation, including compensation for loSt earnings, pain and suffering, and 
attorney's fees. 

8. I file this charge on behalf of myself and otber simi1arly-situated women at 
Goldman Sachs. 
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Supplement of EEOC Cbarge 
()f 

H. Cristina Chen-Oster 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

H. Cristina Chen-Oster, being duly swom, deposes and says: 

1. My name is Cristina Chen-Oster. I was bom on _ 

2. From March 3, 1997 to March 10,2005, I \',:as an employee in the Equities Division of 
Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman"). I worked as a senior international convertible bond 
saJesperson from March 1997 to September 2002 and as a senior synthetics convertible 
marketer from September 2002 to July 2004. I was promoted to Vice President in June 
1997; that was my only promotion at Goldman. 

3~ Goldman discriminated against me on the basis of my gender throughout my emploY1nent 
with respect to pay, promotion, and other tenns and conditions of employment; this 
included discrimination based on my pregnancy. Goltlman also retaliated against me 
because I complained of the discrimination. 

4. This pattern of discrimination and retaliation began after a Goldman employee, ••• 
• . sexually assaulted me in the tall of) 997. Mr. was a senior 

salesperson on the U ,S, conveltible bond desk and a close friend of my manager at the 
time, , who was also the most seniQr Managing Director on the convertible 
bond desk. Mr. _remained my manager until about Augu~11999. Thereafter, Mr. 
_continued to be involved in decisions and discussions surrounding my performa'1ce 
evaluations, supervisi.on, compensation and promotion. 

5. While Mr, _routinely provided my male peers infonnai career support and an aruma) 
perfonnance evaluation, ~1r. _gave me only minimal, infom1al feedback in 1997 and 
1998. All feedback from Mr. _ and my peers during this period was positive and 
included phrases from Mr._such as "best hire I ever made" in about July 1997, 
before the sexual assault. 

6. In the months follOWing Mr. s assaUlt, Mr. _ took away my fastest 
growing account base {specjfically, convertible bond arbitrage accounts) and transferred 
it to Goldman's London desk without any notice or explanation. Although Mr. 
••••• had the same account base and shared responsibility with me for some of 
these acc.ounts, Mr. _permitted Mr. to continue covering all ofh1S 
arbitrage accounts, including those that I had been directed to transfer to London 
coverage, This change severely restricted my professional growth but gave Mr. 
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•••• Ian opportunity to advance his career more quickly. For instance, from 1997 
to 2004, my compensation increased by 27%. Upon information and belief, during this 
same period, Mr. s compensation increased by more than 400%. He was 
promoted to Vice President in 1998 (one year after my promotion to Vice President), 
ManagLl1g Director in 2000, and Partner in 2002. 

7. After the 1997 assault, I was forced to deaJ \.vith Mr. s reguJar and unchecked 
disparagement of my contributions to the business. Vvhenever 1 spoke at group meetings, 
Mr. wouJd hold side conversations ano laugh with another salesperson on our 
desk, • who was his mend and who became my boss i.n 2001. I was 
frequently one of a few women - if not the only woman - at these meetings oftwenty to 
thirty people. :vir. and Mr. did not engage in such behavior when 
men spoke during the meetings. Their conduct towards me undermined my credibility 
and signalled to my peers that my views were not important. 

S. At the end of 1997, I was paid $375,000, which was significantiy Jess than similarly
situated men, including those I had out-performed. At the time, I was responsible for all 
international convertible bond sales to U.S. accounts. Under my direction, this business 
generated S15.3 million in gross sales credits in 1997. Upon information and beliet: Mr. 

s compensation for 1997 was approximately 50% more than mine, even though 
Mr. had generated fewer sales credits than I had and had produced only $7 
million in gross sales credits the year before. Goldman continued to pay me less than my 
male counterparts in the ensuing years, notwithstanding my comparable or superior 
performance. See ~~11, 19, 25, 37,47,49, and 53. 

9. In late 1997 and early] 998, I organiL;ed a conference that was held in February 1998 on 
"Emerging Markets" and which drew more than 200 attendees, induding Goldman 
emp1oyees, corporate clients, and investors. I was 11ighiy praised for my initiative and 
success with the conference, and no other convertible bond salesperson undertook such 
efforts again until several years later. Nevertheless! I received no additional job 
responsibilities, no significant monetary re:mu.r;cration, and no promotion in 1998. 

10. In early 1998, ~,,1L_askcd me to train a newly hired male Associate, •••• 
_ to market European convertible bonds to U.S. accounts. This area was widely 

expected to be the largest and fastest-growing regional segment of the international 
convertible bond business due to the launch of the Buro currency in January 1999. 
Despite my seniority, seven-years of finance experience, and leadership in the 
international convertible bond business in the U.S., Mr. _direGted me to treat Mr. 
••• as a '<partner." Mr._fUrLner infonned me that I would be evaluated and 
rewarded by how well I trained Mr. whose background was in management 
consulting and who had never before worked in finance. I trained and taught Mr . 
••• well, and we as a team generated $17.6 million in gross sales credits in 1998. 

11. Despite my various accomplishments in 1998, my compensation for the year was 
$475,000, significantly less than that of similarly-situated men. Upon infonnation and 
belief, Goldman paid Mr. at least 50% more, despite Mr. s record of 
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fewer gross sales credits. Mr. also did not train anyone that year, as he was still 
developing his knowledge of the U.S. convertible market and his client relationships. 

12. In May 1999, 1 had several conversations witb Mr._about the possibility of 
transferring to Goldman's Menlo Park office. By then, I was frustrated by how my 
managers and predominantly male peers undervalued my work, even though I ... vas a high 
producer on our sales desk. I believed I would have greater opportunities for career 
advancement and cDmpensation in the Menlo Parle office in a private wealth management 
roie, where I would be compensated by a defmed commission rate instead of subjective 
salary plus bonus scheme in my institutional sales job. 

13. Initially, Mr._said he was surprised bymy request to transicJ and did not support my 
move. On abot.,'t May 26,1999, Mr._asked me to stay at least until February 2000. 
During this conversation, I told Mr. _that Mr. had sexually assaulted me 
in the fall of1997. To my amazement, Ylr._said that Mr. had already 
toid him about the assault, though not the victim's identity. Mr. _said tll<lt now that I 
had reported the attack, he was obligated to inform Employee Relations about the assault. 
However, at the same time, Mr. _told me not to pursue an internal investigation by 
Goldman into the assault and strongly recommended that I seek outside counseliL,g 
instead. 

14. After I infomled Mr. _ of Mr. . s assault, :Vlr. _stopped insisting that 1 
stay in New York and, even though he knew I had not finalized any transfer, began acting 
as though I was on my way out By late June 1999, he began urging Mr. who 
previously had expressed interest in transferring with me to MerJo Park, to stay in New 
York and continue working with the convertible bonds group. Although I was still the 
senior salesperson 1n charge ofthe international convertible bond sales business to U.S . 
outright accounts and NIT. was only a second-year Associate, Mr. _also 
began talking to Mr. about replacing me as the head of this business and about 
recruiting additional support for Mr. ••• 

]5. I was apprehensive about trusting Mr. _after he told me that he had Imown about 11r. 
•••• ts assault for months and afte:' he advised me not to pursue the matter with 
Employee Relations. However, Mr. _was one of the most senior Partners at 
Goldman, and r was hesitant to go against his ''''lord and reputation, especially since the 
perpetrator was his friend. In addition, from 1997 until 2002, Mr. _was responsible 
for detelmi ning compensation levels for everyone on the global convertible bond team, 
including minco Mr. _retired 1n November 2002, but continued to be involved with 
Goldman as an advisor. 

16. Wben I met with Employee Relations in July 1999 to discuss Mr. s assault, I 
asked several times whether Mr. _would be told what I srud if! mentioned his name. 
When the Employee Relations representative indicated yes, I stated only that :Mr . 
•••• Ihad engaged in very inappropriate behavior that would have led to rape, had I 
not fought him off 
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17. In the weeks after my meeting with Employee Relations, replaced Mr. 
_as my manager. (Mr. ,,'as a Managing Director in London who reported to 
I\.1r._) In addition, a significant portion of my job responsibilities was gradually 
siphoned away; I was no longer responsible for determining new Asian deal allocations 
in the U.S. nor for giving feedback on new deal pricing prior to new deal announcements, 
tasks I regularly undertook before I had reported the sexual assault. 

18. In about August 1999, nvo and a half years after my start at Goldman, 1 received my frrst 
performance evaluation. The evaluation was delivered by Mr. _ a.'1d Mr .•••• 
a Managing Director in charge of U.S. convertible bond trading. My peer review score 
summary was 3.83 out ofa maximum score of5.00. I was told that although my score 
,vas within the average range, it 'would likely have been hig.~er had I not been reviewed 
by European employees, who culturally tend to give lower scores. 

19. At the end of 1999, 1 was paid $650,000. Upon information and belief, my male 
colleagues, Mr. and Mr. ) each received at least 50% more than I did 
iI) 1999. Although their sales credits for U.S. convertible sales may have been higher 
than mine, this difference was partly the result ofMr. _removing higher yield 
accounts from my coverage, but not making a comparable change in the accounts covered 
by Mr. and Mr .•••• 

20. In early 2000, Mr. _ rearranged our seat assignments. Seat assignments were 
changed infrequently and signified a person's rank on the desk. Seats closest to the desk 
manager and in the center of the group were most coveted, since they enabled an 
individual to build relationships with senior managers, gave individuals direct aceess to 
infonnation, and allowed greater involvement in the overall business. 

2 i. With the new seating arrangement in 2000, Mr. _moved me to the seat farthest from 
him among the convertible bond salespeopJe, even though 1 co-covered accounts with 
other salespeople at our desk and it would have made sense to place me closer to the 
center. In contrast, M,._assigned Mr. to a seat near him and placed Mr . 
••• who was still an Associate and my subordinate, near the center of the seating 
scheme. 

22_ While My. _and others on the desk helped Mr. advance at Goldman, they 
restIicted my supervisory responsibilities over him considerably after I had trained him 
and introduced him to my clients. J was excluded from co-delivering perfonnance 
reviews and annual compensation numbers, even though senior professionals like myself 
typically had this role with respect to associates they had trained. ] was further excluded 
from assessing Mr. 's candidacy for Financial Analyst Training Program 
Manager, despite my substantive knowledge ofbis abi1:ities and the significant addition to 
Mr. s job responsibilities this position entailed. 

23. In about September 2000, Mr. _and Mr. delivered my perfonnance review. 
received a score of 3.53 out of 5.0, and 9 out of ] 2 revjewers ranked me among the top 
50% afmy peers. In spite of my perfonnance, I was not promoted in 2000. In contrast, 
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two of my male peers, Mr. ••• and Mr .••••• :, were promoted to Managing 
Director in about October 2000. 

24. My supervisory responsibilities were also undercut with regard to my Financial Analyst, 
Tn December 2000, one day before my scheduled return from my 

honeymoon, Mr. and Mr. met with Ms .• to deliver her performance 
review without my input. I raised the issue of my exclusion with Mr. _ but he 
dismissed my complaint, simply stating that Mr. probably had his reasons fOT 

doing so and could do as he wished as Managing Director. 

25. My compensation for 2000 was $800,000. Upon infOlmation and belief, Mr. and 
Mr. each received at !cast 100% more. 

26. In January 2001, I spoke to Mr. _and Mr. about opportunities for career 
advancement at Goidman. I stated that my assigned area of business, Soutfle'dst Asian 
and Japanese convertible bonds, was of low priority in the overall business strategy of the 
convertible bond desk since Goldman's emphasis was on u.s. and European convertible 
bond sales. In addition, my fastest growing accounts, the convertible arbitrage accounts, 
had been taken a\vay from me despite their significant .!;'Towth while under my coverage. 
I asked specifically what I needed to do to advance my career, but ML _and Mr . 
••• gave me only vague responses. Neither Mr. _nor Mr. took aIly 
tangib1e action to address my concerns. 

21. I regularly nrised the issues ofinequitabJe treatment towards women on the convertible 
bond desk On about March 9, 2001, I sjJQke again to Mr. _about the poor treatment 
of women, including myself, in the convertible bonds sales group. I infonned him that 
several women who worked in the London convertibles desk were uncomfortable with 
the sexist banter t..'1at regularly occll..>Tcd in the workpiace. 1 also reported to Iv1r._ 
that a Managing Director, had repeatedly brushed up against me, stood 
within an uncomfortably close range, and had expressed personal interest in dating mc. 
l\.1r._thankcd me for raising these issues with him, but took no discernible action., 
and the work environment did not change after this conversation. 

28. On about March 15, 200 I, ~lr. _ a1lilounccd that Mr. was moving to a new 
position and wou1d be replaced by Mr. I would now be reporting directly to Mr. 
••• , Mr. s friend and my former peer who I had outperformed in sales 
when we bad begun our careers at Goldman. Mr. _also an.'1ounced that Mr. 
••••• would be the sole head of U.S. convertible bond sales., effectively making 
him my indirect supervisor. By this time, Mr. _had known about Mr. s 
assault on me for nearly two years. This reporting line created a negative and hostile 
work enviroIT..ment, in which I would fuce extreme difficulty in advancing at the finn. 

29. Once Mr. became my manager, he continued to undermine me in front of others, 
just as he and Mr. had when we were peers. From 2001 tluough 2002, as my 
d irecf manager, Mr. regularly denigrated my performance during our London 
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convertible bond sales desk meetings when I was not present, regardless of my actual 
perfonnance levels. 

30. In July 2001, I completed a market analysis of the business area for which I was 
responsible. The analysis indicated that this area was very small and had little prospect 
for growth. r shared these conclusions with Mr. in yet another attempt to obtain 
more promising market opportunities. However, Mr. only directed me to 
continue working on my existing accounts. 

31. I also shared the results with Mr. .. asking him to tl'3TIsfer me to a different position. 
Like Mr. , Mr. _did not respond to my request. 

32. Despite my clear indication to Mr. _ and Mr. that I sought greater work 
responsibilities and avenues for career gro'.'.1h, I was not given such opportunities when 
they arose, even though I was qualified. In contrast, between 1999 and 2002, my 
managers appointed at least three men to the position of Financial Analyst Manager
•••• Ii •••• , and_-despite my credentials, avowed interest in 
such work, and positive peer reviews. 

33. In the fan of2001, Mr. delivered my annual performance review. My score had 
increased from the previous year to 3.63 out of 5.0. 

34. About one month later, I met \\it.h someone in Employee Relations to discuss another job 
opening at Goldman. Among other things, I discussed the lli.favorable treatment of 
women on the convertible bond desk and the fact that Mr. _had directed me not to 
encourage Goldman to investigate Mr. s sexual assault on me. 

35. YVhile none of my managers had responded affirmatively to my requests for greater 
business opportunities at Goldman, a few weeks after my meeting wHh Employee 
Relations, Mr. and Mr. _assigned !vir. to 8 "secret" project that 
involved assessing whether high-yield, distressed convertible bonds provided a viable 
market opportunity. To complete this project, Mr. enlisted the assistance of Ms . 
• without consulting me, even thoug.':l she was the Financial Analyst assigned to 
support my team. Furthermore, Mr. told Ms. _ specifically that she was not to 
discuss this project with me, even though she reported to me. As a result, i was the only 
member of our team who did not know about thjs project. 

36. The results of this secret analysis gave Mr. the chance to work with high-yield, 
distressed convertible bonds, tapp:ing a market potential of$20 million, even though I 
was clearly more qualified for such work. 1 had three years of relevant work experience 
in fixed-income sales, while Mr. had none. Most of the business contacts Mr. 
••• had in this field were those that I had given him during his training. When I 
asked Mr. why I was not offered this opportunity in light of my superior 
qualifications and experience, Mr. stated only that Mr. Vi'as somehow 
better-suited. 
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37. In December 2001, I was paid $450,000 - a 44% drop from the previous year. 

38. In about March 2002, Ms. _transferred to London, leaving me without any dedicated 
support, unlike my male counterparts. Every salesperson was typicalJy assigned one 
Financial Analyst who was responsible for analyzing trade ideas, tracking trades, 
answering client calls, and executing trades. Although my business had doubled from 
2001 levels, instead of giving me a new Financial Analyst, Mr. and_ 

. head of Global Convertible Bond Trading, allowed only one SaJes Assistant to 
spend 10% of his time helping me. Sales Assistants were junior to FinaIlcial Analysts 
a..'1d were nonnally involved in more administrative tasks, such as answering phones and 
booking trades. 

39. Consequently, for the rest of2002, I worked more hours than anyone else on my desk. 
came into tIle office nearly every weekend ami occasionally arrived alone at 2:00 a.m. to 
sell new international convertible bond deals. In contrast, within about a month of Ms . 

• $ departure, Mr. was assigned a new Associate, to support 
him in his new convertible bond business. Associates are typically recent business school 
graduates and are therefore more senior than Financial Analysts, who generally are recent 
college graduates. 

40. With Ms .• 's dep&"iure, my seat was surrounded by six empty desks, sending the 
message that my work was not valued and distancing me from the flow of intonnation 
about the convertible bond business. Mr. and Mr. did not change my 
seat, even after I made repeated requests to be seated closer to the one Sales Assistant 
who had been pcnnitted to support me (albeit on a limited basis). I was also one of the 
few professional women left in convertible bond sales at Goldman offices world-wide. 

41. h March 2002, Mr. presented an overview for U.S. Convertible Sales to the 
convertible bond desk. I was the only convertible bond salesperson in the U.S. whose 
name did not appear in the presentation, despite my coverage ofU .S. convertible clients 
for convertible products. 

42. Since there ·were so few women in the convertible bond group, 1 became involved with 
the Women's Network. In the fall 01'2001. I was asked to co-head the Leadership and 
Development Committee within the Women's Network in the Equities Division. We 
organized a full day Women's Leadership Conference held on about May 3, 2002 for a 
group of female Vice Presidents in the division. My managers, including Mr .••• 
\vere aware of my work with the Women's Network. 

43. In about June 2002, Mr. repJaced nearly half of the 15 individuals on my peer 
review list who had substantive knowledge of my work, with people who had little 
familiarity with me. Almost all of the new re·viewers worked in Europe and generally 
give lower average scores, as is typical in Europe. Perfonnance reviews were not usually 
conducied by individuals who worked in a different geographic location. Thus, by 
making these changes, Mr. effectively lowered my quantitative perfonnance 
revie",: from the previous year. Following this change, I submitted a written complaint to 
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Mr. . On about August 23,2002, I also spoke 10 l the Leadership 
and Diversity Manager of the Equities Division about!vfr. 's changes tomy 
review and about the overall discriminatory and hostile work environment towards 
women at our desk. I aiso provided Mr. _ \.vjth a copy of the complaint I had given 
to Mr. __ 

44. Within about one week, Mr. asked me to transfer to a senior marketing 
position with Synthetic Convertibles and repOlt to_ who had less seniority 
than me as she had been promoted to Vice President two years after me. TI1is marketing 
position \\'as a dear demotion from my previous job in both structure and substance. 

45. J requested that Ms. and I co-head the Synthetics Convertibles group together, 
since (a) Ms. was my peer, if not my junior; (b) Ms. _ would be out on 
maternity leave within the month and the group would need a manager in h\:,"T absence; (c) 
1 had significant experience training and managing small groups; at .. d (d) many other 
small groups in the Equities Division were managed by two people. However, Mr. 

, who was a rising Managjng Director in the Equities Division with senior 
management aspirations, persuaded me to accept the lesser position and promised to 
become my mentor. Though we ostensibly set up monthly lunc11es to discuss my career, 
over the next two and a half years, Mr. and I met approximately three times for 
such talks. 

46. In about September 2002, Mr. and Mr. delivered my annual 
performance review. I :received a rating of 3.4 out of 5.Q overall, which was the same as 
th.e overal1 team mean. Mr. and :M.s. emphasized that this qwmtitative 
score was lower than would be expected. given the more positive comments J received in 
the qualitative part of my review. 

47. In December 2002, ! was paid the same as the year before ($450,000), even though I bad 
dramatically increased my business from 2001 levels in spite ofhaving lost the fJII-time 
support of two professionals. Upon jnfonnation and belief, Mr. performed 
worse yet was paid significantly more than me. I generated $9.5 minion in sales credits 
from Jan 2002 tr..rough August 2002 ($12.7 million annuaiized for the tlscal year) \vhen I 
transferred to synthetic convertibles, laqsely on my own, compared to Mr. , who 
generated, as a team together \\'ith Mr. , $11.75 million in sales credits for the 
2002 fiscal year. 

48.1 took maternity leave from about March 24, 2003 to about July 23,2003. Aftermy 
return in about August 2003, Ms._delivered my performance review. I received a 
score of 3.88 out of 5.0. 

49. In December 2003, I was paid $475,000. Upon infonnation and belief, Mr. ••• 
received substantially greater compensation than me for 2003 . 

50. I took maternity leave from about July 6,2004 to about November 5, 2004. After my 
return in about November 2004, Goldman provided me w-ith no meaningful 
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responsibiJitics or accounts. I was not even pennitted to cover the accounts r had handJed 
before my maternity leave, even thoug.~ Mr. had stated numerous times that r 
had successfully grown the synthetic convertible business and perfonned well wjt.~ those 
accounts. 

51. In addition, one month before I returned from maternity leave, my scat was moved to a 
location among the administrative assistants, and I remained seated thereuntil about 
December 2004. I was the only Vice President-level professional at that time ',vho was 
assigned a seat among support staff. Upon lnfonnation and belief, no male Vice 
President-level professional in the Equities Division has ever been made to sit among 
administrative staff. The group of administrative staff was all female. 

52. Ms. and my temporary manager, dellvered my performance 
review on about October 29, 2004. My score was 3.92 out of 5.0, and I was told that my 
ratings pJaced me fmnly in the seoond quartile of my peers. 

53_ Nevertheless, in December 2004, i was paid $475,000, the same as the previous ye-ar. 
My compensation level remained stagnant despite 40% growth in our business from 2003 
levels (an increase that surpassed our revenue targets) and despite 60% annualized 
growth in our business during 1he four months I led the group during my manager's 
maternity leave. Additl0nally, my pay for 2004 did not track t.."'at of employees in the 
Equities Division generally, for whom compensation levels had increased by about 20% 
on average. Upon information and belief, Mr. s compensation for 2004 was 
substantially greater than mine. 

54. On about February 4, 2005, after I had waited about three months for Goldman to assign 
me any substantive work. the head ofO.S. Sales and a Partner, gave 
me a much lesser-valued job in U.S. Research Sales. 

55. On Febmary 18,2005, Mr. gave me basic account assignments that were far 
less favorable thatl accounts given to similarly-situated men (male Vice Presidents of 
comparabJe professional history who transferred into U.S. Research Sales, \-vith no sales 
experience specifically in U.S. Research Sales). Although Mr. said I could 
continue to seek another position within Goldman on my own time, he also cautioned that 
there were no other positions available for me. As a result Mr. essentially 
gave me no choice but to take the much-lesser valued job in U.S. Research Sales, and I 
involuntarily accepted the position. On February 25,2005, , a Partner in 
U.S. Research Sales, gave me my remaining account assignments. These were again far 
less favorable than the assignments given to male employees with even less finfu!cc 
experience than me. 

56. By February 2005, most of the women who had worked on the convertible bond desk in 
all of Goldman's offices globally had transferred within the finn or had left Goldman 
altoget~er. ~1any of these women had moved or resigned because of their frustration 
with working in a male-dominated environment, where women were treated less 
favorably than their male peers, regardless of performance. Upon infonnation and belief, 
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the global convertible bond desk has never had a female managing director. The most 
senior female on the global convertible bond desk in March 2005 was - a 
single, 29-yeaT old, second-yeaT Vice President. 

57. On March 10, 2005, I resigned from Goldman because of the discrimination and 
retaliation to whic·h 1 waS subjected on acc-ount of my gender. 

58. I seck compensation from Goldman for the discrimination and retaliation, including 
compensation for lost earoings, pain and suffering, and attorneys' fees. 

59. I file this charge on behalf of myself and other similarly-situated women at Goldman. 

60. Based upon the above, 1 charge Goldman, Sachs & Co. with discriminating against me 
because of my gender and retaliating against me, in violation of Title vn of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e et seq., as well as the New York State and Cjty 
Human Rights Laws, NY Exec. L. §§ 290 et seq. and N.Y.C. Admin. Code §§ 8-101 et 
~. respectively. 

. /I-tt-C-
Dated: JulY~. 2005 

New York, New York 

. AWl!: I.. CRISTo<_ 
" .' !:tlie, :.itate of New York 
. $1CRS119348 

., Nil;;! York County 
~ ', .. -.vembcr29, 20_ 

Nota MELANIE l.. CRlSTOL 
IY PUblfc, state of New YQrk 

. ~Q. {l1CR6119m 
Qualified til New York C 

C()<llmlssion Ex i ~ ounty 
P·f_$ Nov€rn~r 29,20116 
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EEOC Fonn 16J.!!(11109) U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION 

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE (ISSUED ON REQUEST) 

To: 

o On behalf of (J<I!son(s) aggrieved whose iden1iiy is 
CONFIDENTIAL (29 CFR §1601.7(a)) 

From: New York District Office 
33 Whitehall Street 
5th Floor 
New York. NY 10004 

EEOC Charge No. EEOC Representative Telephone No. 

1 60-2005-03069 
Lawrence M. Angelo, 
Investigator (212) 336-3763 

(See also the additional information enclosed with this form.) 
NOnCE TO THE P5RSON At;;GR1~VSD; 

Title VII of the Civil Rights A<;t of 1964. 1he Americans with Disabilities Act {ADA}, or the Genetic fnformation NondlscrlmlnatiOl1 
Act (GINA): This is your Notice of Right to Sue. issued under Title VII. the ADA or GINA based on the above·numbered charge. It has 
been issued at your. request. Your lawsuit under TIlle VII, the ADA or GiNA must be filed in a federal or state court 'lI1ITIilN SQ DAYS 
of your receipt of this notice; or your right \0 sue based on this charge wili be lost. (The time limit for filing suit based on a claim under 
state law may be different) 

o More than 180 days have passed since the filing of this charge. 

D less Ihan 180 days have passed since the fiung oflhis Charge, bUl! have determined !hatr. is unlikely that lhe EEOC will 
be able to complete its administrative proce6sing within 180 days from the tiling of this charge. m The EEOC is terminatlng its processing of this charge. 

D The EEOC will continue to process this charge. 

Age Discrimination in Employment Act {ADEA): You may sue under the ADEA at any time from 60 days after the charge was flied until 
90 days after you receive notice that we have completed action on Ihe charge. In this regard. the paragraph marked below appUes to 
your case: o The EEOC is closing your case. Therefore. your lawsuit under the ADEA must be filed in f~deral or state court W1THlN 

90 DAYS of your receipt of this Notice. Otherwise. your rig hi to sue based on the aoove-numbei€d charge 'tlill be lost 

o The EEOC is continuing its handling of your ADEA case. However. if 60 d.ays have passed since ihe filing of the charge, 
you may file suit in fecleral or state court under the ADEA at this time. 

Eq-<lal Pay Act {EPA}: You already have the right to sue under tne EPA (filing an EEOC charge is not r~quired.) EPA suits must be brought 
in federal or state court \'Vithin 2 years (3 years for willful violations) of the alleged EPA underpayment This means that backpay due for 
any violations that o~urred more than 2 years {3 years} before you file suit may I1Qt be collectible. 

Enclosures(s} 

cc: GOLDMAN SACHS & CO. 
1 New York Plaza 
50th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 

~ On bohal~"io" 

""'""", ..... ,,'='.-;VL-~"7----
. . I .' Dir~tor 

/ Jpencer H. Lewis, Jr., / 

\ ~ 
"-. Cara Greene, Esq. 

'- Outten & Golden, llP 
S Park Avenue, 29th Floor 
New 'fcrk, NY 10016 

(Date M-ailed) 

EEOC Fonn 16l-!!(11109) U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION 

To: 

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE (ISSUED ON REQUEST) 

o On behalf of pe.'SOn(s) aggrieved whose idenUiy is 
CONFIDENTIAL (29 CFR §1601.7(a)) 

From: New York District Office 
33 Whitehall Street 
5th floor 
New York. NY 10004 

EEOC Charge No. EEOC Representative 

Lawrence M. Angelo, 
Investigator 

Telephone No. 

160-2005-03069 (212) 336-3763 

(See a/so the additional informaUon enclosed with ihis form.) 
Nonce: TO THE P5RSON At;;GRI~V!;D; 

Title VI! of the Civil Rights A<;t of 1964. ihe Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA}, or the Genetic fnformation Nondlscrimlnati()l1 
Act (GINA): This is your Notice of Right to Sue. issued under Title VII. Ihe ADA or GINA based on the above-numbered charge. It has 
been issued at your. request. Your lawsuit under TIlle VII, the ADA or GiNA must be filed in a federal or s1ate court WlTIiIN 99 DAYS 
of your receipt of this notice; or your right 10 sue based on thls c!13rge wili be lost. (The time limit for filing suit based on a claim under 
state law may be different) 

o More than 180 days have passed since the filing of this charge. 

D less Ihan 180 days have passed since the fi~ng oflhis Charge, bui I have determined that it is unlikely that lhe EEOC will 
be able to complete its administrative processing within 180 days from the tiling of this charge. m The EEOC is terminatlng its processing of this charge. 

D The EEOC will continue to process this charge. 

Age Discrimination in Employment Act {ADEA): You may sue under the ADEA at any time from 60 days after the charge was filed until 
90 days after you receive notice that we have completed action on the charge. In this regard. theparagrapn marked below appUes to 
your case: 

D The EEOC is closing your case. Therefore. your lawsuit under the ADEA must be filed in f~deral or state court WlTHlN 
90 DAYS of your receipt of this Notice. Otherwise. your rig hi to sue based on the above-numbei€d charge vlill be lost 

o The EEOC is continuing its handling of your ADEA case. However. if 60 d.ays have passed since the filing of the charge, 
you may file suit in federal or state court under the ADEA at this time. 

Eq-<lal Pay Act {EPA}: You already have the right to sue under tne EPA (filing an EEOC charge is not r~quired.) EPA suits must be brought 
jn federal or state court \'Vithin 2 years (3 years for willful violations) of the alleged EPA underpayment This means that backpay due for 
any violations that occurred more than 2 years {3 years' before you file suit may I'lot be collectible. 

Enclosures(s} 

cc: GOLDMAN SACHS & CO. 
1 New York Plaza 
50th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 

.. I .' Dir~tor 
/ Jpencer H. Lewis, Jr.. / 

\ ~ 
"-. Cara Greene, Esq. 

'- Outten & Golden, llP 
S Park Avenue, 29th Floor 
New Ycrk, NY 10016 

(Date Mailed) 
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EXHIBIT 2 EXHIBIT 2 
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Lisa Parisi EEOC Charge (final).doc Page J of4 

I~'"'''''''"V''' OF DISCRIMINATION Nt:'-,19ER 

Conn is affected by the Privacy Act of 1974;Sec Privacy Act SlaWrncntbefore 
IC(Jlm~ller!ing this form. 

ADDRESS crr¥.STATE AND lIP CODE 

THE EMPLOYER, I.ABORORGANIZATfON, AGENCY, A COMMfrrEE,OR 
WCAL GOVERN:\-{E:-IT AGE:'IiCY THAT I BELIEVE DJSCRIMINA TED AGAINST ME OR OTHF..ftS. {If lO." lb,n 

New NY 10005 

RACE 0 COLOR~ SEX 0 REUGION0 NATIONAtORIGJN 

~ RETALlA.TJOi'< 0 AGE 0 DISABILITY 0 OTHER (specify) 

see attached statement. 

wanl <his charge filed with both the EEOC and the St~e () ' local Agency, if any. 
advise the agencies if I change my "ctd'e5s or ielephofle number and cooperate fully 

ith them in !he processing of my charge in accordance wirh t1eir procedure. 

declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

2!J/(} 

November 

CONTINUTI,G AC110N 

necessary fo' S~d{e and t~al 

p,~t...j)n~ 

http;/lmail.google.comlmaill?ui=2&ik=b33f1 09ce9&view=att&th=126048fecb658c69&atti... 1/6/2010 

Lisa Parisi EEOC Charge (final).doc Page J of4 

n ....... u.vo;. OF DISCRIMINATION Nl."M9ER 

funn is affected by the Privacy Act of 1974 ;Sec Privacy Act SlaWrncntbefme 
IC(Jlm~ller!ing Ihis form. 

S1atr:: or (",at 

TELEPHONE (1n(b:"~ area 

ADDRESS CrT¥.STATE AND lIP CODE 

THE EMPLOYER, I.ABORORGANIZATfON, AGENCY, A COMM£rrEE,OR 
WCAL GOVERN:\iE:-IT AGE:'IiCY THAT I BELIEVE Of SCRIM INA TED AGAINST ME OR OTHF-RS. <If ... " lb,n 

New NY 10005 

RACE 0 COLOR~ SEX 0 REUGION0 NATIONAtORIGJN 

31 RETALlA.TJOi'< 0 AGE 0 DISABILITY 0 OTBER (specify) 

see attached statement. 

want !his charg<: filed with both the EEOC and the St~e or local Agency, if any. 
advise the agencies if [ change my ..dd'e5s or ielepnofle number and cooperate fully 

ith them in the processing of my charge in accordllIlce wirh th!ir procedtrre. 

declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct 

2JJ!() 

November 

CONTINUTI,G AC110N 

http://mail.google.comlmaill?ui=2&ik=b33f109ce9&view=att&th=126048fecb658c69&atti...1/6/201 0 
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Lisa Parisi 
Charge of Discrimination 

The Particulars Are (continued): 

I. OVERVlEW OF ALLEGATIONS 

1. I am female. This sex djscrimination charge is tiled on behalf of myself, Lisa 
Parisi, and all others similarly situated. Like other female professionals at 
Goldman, Sachs & Co. C'Gotdman"), I have been hanned by a continuingpattem 
and practice or policy of discrimination with respect to pay, promotion, and other 
terms and conditions of employment in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C §§ 2000e et ~., as well as the New York 
State and City Human Rights Laws, N ,Y. Exec. L. §§ 290 et seq. and NYC 
Admin. Code §§ 8-101 et scq~ respectively. Goldman retaliated against and 
teITPjnated me and other females who complained about this discrirrrination. 

II. WORK HISTORY 

2, 1 was hired by Goldman in or around 2001 . Since November 2003, Goldman 
employed me as a Managing Director in the Value Group. In recent years, I 
focused primarily on the retail industry's stock investments. During my tenure at 
Goldman, I was a top perfonner and consistently outperformed the industry. My 
job required me to work on several portfolios, each of which had a benchmark. 
During my tenure at Goldman, I achieved or sUIpassed each of these benchmarks. 
I consistently made money on both long-term investments and more-diffkult, 
short-side investments. I was one of the few people in my group at Goldman who 
made money on such short-side investments. 

3. l\Ily objective performance record has been congjstent with high praise. 

III. DISCRIMINATION 

Compensation 

822236.1 

4. Goldman paid me less than ::;imjJarly situated males throughout my career at 
Goldman. For example, a male employee who began at Goldman around the 
same time as me expenenced a similar rise in assets under management - from 
approximately $4 billion in 2001 to between $40 and $50 billion in 2007. This 
similarly situated male. however, received compensation much higher tha.i me. 
From 2001 to 2007, his compensation doubled. My compensation, in contrast, 
dropped 60% from 2005 to 2007 despite my continued high performance and 
similar assets under management. During my final year at Goldman, I received 
only a base salary without any bonus. 

5. When I asked why Goldmai1lowered my salary, my supervising partner told me 
that, while my objective perfonnance numbers were good, the Small Cap Group 

Lisa Parisi 
Charge of Discrimination 

The Particulars Are (continued): 

I. OVERVlEW OF ALLEGATIONS 

L I am female. This sex djscrimination charge is tiled on behal f of myself, Lisa 
Parisi, and all others similarly situated. Uke other female professionals at 
Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman'), I have been hanned by a continuing pattern 
and practice or policy of discrimination with respect to pay, promotion, and other 
tenns and conditions of employment in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C §§ 2000e et gg., as well as the New York 
State and City Human Rights Laws, N ,Y. Exec. L. §§ 290 et seq. and NYC 
Admin. Code §§ 8-10 1 et scq~ respectively. Goldman retaliated against and 
teITPjnated me and other females who complained about this discrimination. 

II. WORK HISTORY 

2, 1 was hired by Goldman in or around 2001. Since November 2003, Goldman 
employed me as a Managing Director in the Value Group. In recent years, I 
focused primarily on the retail industry's stock investments. During my tenure at 
Goldman, I was a top performer and consiStently outperformed !:he industry. My 
job required me to work on several portfolios, each of which had a benchmark. 
During my tenure at Goldman, [achieved or surpassed each of these benchmarks. 
I consistently made money on both long-term investments and more-difficult, 
short-side investments. I was one of the few people in my group at Goldman who 
made money on such short-side investments. 

3. lv1y objective performance record has been consistent with high praise. 

III. DISCRIMINATION 

Compensation 

82223C>.1 

4. Goldman paid me less than ::;imiJarly situated males throughout my career at 
Goldman. F{)r example, a male employee who began at Goldman around the 
same time as me experienced a similar rise in asse ts under management - from 
approximately $4 billion in 2001 to between $40 and $50 billion in 2007. This 
similarly situated male, however, received compensation much higher than me. 
From 2001 to 2007, his compensation doubled. My compensation, in contrast, 
dropped 60% from 2005 t{) 2007 despite my continued high performance and 
similar assets under management. During my final year at Goldman, I received 
only a base salary without any bonus. 

5. When I asked why Goldmai1lowered my salary, my supervising partner told me 
that, while my objective perfonnance numbers were good, the Small Cap Group 
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of which I was a member did not outperfonn. The other two senior members of 
my team, however, did not suffer any decline in salary. In fact, they received an 
increase in salary. My supervising partner also stated that Goldma., lowered my 
compensation because my scores on Goldman's subjective 360 review declined . 

. But, my colleagues refllied my supervising partner's claims and confirmed that 
none of them had any negative experiences with me. 

6. During my entire tenure as a Goldman Sachs Managing Director, similarly 
situated males received significantly higher base compensation and bonuses than 
me. 

Promotion 

7. Goldman treated me less favorably regarding promotions than similarly situated 
men. There is no clear path or any objective criteria for promotion to partner at 
Goldman. Rather, to receive a promotion from managing director to partner at 
Goldman, a current prutner must nominate you and the company must approve 
t.he promotion. "When a pa.-tner position came open, Goldman nominated and 
promoted a male managing director with several years less experience than me. 
Prior to receiving this promotion, this male managing director also had 
significantly less experience than Other mal1aging directors in the team. 

Hostile W9rkJ~nvironment/FamHy Responsibility Discriminatioq 

82"2230.1 

8. In my experience with Goldman, male Goldman employees who start families 
receive higher pay and better treatment ihan women who start families. 

9. LrJ 2006, I requested that Goldman allow me to relocate to Atlanta to be closer to 
my fiance and his school-age children. I moved to Atlanta in or around March of 
2006. I paid my own expenses to relocate and travel to New York for business. 
Following my move to Atlanta, 1 continued to be a top perfonner at Goldman. 

10. While I had previously received unifonnly positive reviews, Goldman began 
evaluating me negatively in 2006. Goldman claimed that my Sl..tpport staff had 
negative experiences with me. When I approached my support staff to inquire 
about these purported issues, however, the support staff refuted Goldman's 
claims and confimled that none of them had any negative experiences wi1h me. 

11. Also in 2006, my supervising partner approached me to inform me that Golili--nan 
planned to take the retail indUStry' s stock investments away from mc. When my 
colleagues heard this news, they expressed shock. Several ofthem, including the 
junior male managing director t.het Goldman had promoted, praised me as one of 
the best retail stock pickers in the industry. I brought this issue to the attention of 
the head of m y group and pointed out that 1 made large amounts of money for 
Goldman in retail. Only then did Goldman decide to keep me on the retail 
industry's stock investments. 

of which I was a member did not outperfonn. The other two senior members of 
my team, however, did Dot suffer any decline in salary. In fact, they received an 
increase in salary. My supervising partner also stated that Goldmat, lowered my 
compensation because my scores on Goldman's subjective 360 review declined . 

. But, my colleagues refuted my supervising partner's claims and confirmed that 
none of them had any negative experiences with me. 

o. During my entire tenure as a Goldman Sachs Managing Director, similarly 
situated males received significantly higher base compensation and bonuses than 
me. 

Promotion 

7. Goldman treated me less favorably regarding promotions than similarly situated 
men. There is no clear path or any objective criteria for promotion to partner at 
Goldman. Rather, to receive a promotion from managing director to partner at 
Goldman, a current pa:!tner must nominate you and the company must approve 
t.he promotion. "When a pai"1r.'1er position came open, Goldman nominated and 
promoted a male managing director with several years less experience than me. 
Prior to receiving this promotion, this male managing director also had 
significantly less experience than other man.aging directors in the team. 

Hostile W...9r.k Environment/Family Responsibilitv Discriminatio:q 

82"22:>0.1 

8. In my experience with Goldman, male Goldman employees who start families 
receive higher pay and better treatment ihem women who start families. 

9. LrJ 2006, I requested that Goldman allow me to relocate to Atlanta to be closer to 
my fiance and his school-age children. I moved to Atlanta in or around March of 
2006. I paid my own expenses to relocate and travel to New York for business. 
Following my move to Atlanta, 1 continued to be a top performer at Goldman. 

10. While I had previously received unifonnly positive reviews, Goldman began 
evaluating me negatively in 2006. Goldman claimed that my st.tpport staff had 
negative experiences with me. When I approached my support staff to inquire 
about these purported issues, however, the support staff refuted Goldman's 
claims and confimled that none of them had any negative experiences wi1h me. 

11. Also in 2006, my supervising partner approached me to inform me that Gold.clJan 
planned to take the retail indUStry's stock investments away from mc. When my 
colleagues heard this news, they expressed shock. Several ofthem, including the 
junior male managing director Lhet Goldman had promoted, praised me as one of 
the best retail stock pickers in the industry. I brought this issue to the attention of 
the head of m y group and pointed out that 1 made large amounts of money for 
Goldman in retail. Only then did Goldman decide to keep me on the retail 
industry's stock investments. 
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Retaliation 

12. When I have brought the repeated instances of discrimination to Goldman's 
attention, the company has not acted to remedy the situation, but instead has 
retaliated against me by reviewing me negatively, lowering my compensation, 
and threatening to take me off of retail. Goldman further retaliated against me by 
terminating me. 

Tennination 

13. As my work situation had become untenable, 1 approached my supervising partner 
in November 2007 and stated that, while I did not intend to resign, I hoped that 
we could negotiate a mutual separation agreement. Goldman agreed to discuss a 
mutual separation agreement with me. My supervising partner then asked me to 
remain at Goldman through the first quarter of2008. While Goldman terminated 
several employees in early 2008, Goidman did not terminate me and did not 
follow up with my request In November 2008, Goldman sent me a tennination 
notice due to a mass reduction in force (RIF). 

IV. CLASS CLAIMS 

14. It is my understanding and belief that Goldman has engaged in a contL1lUing 
pattern and practice of discrimination based on sex against female Managing 
Directors, Vice Presidents, and Associates with respect to compensation, business 
aHocations, promotions, and other terms and conditions of employment in 
Golili-nan facilities nationally. Goldman implements this pattern and practice of 
discrimination through subjective and unvahdated criteria in evaluating the 
distribution of benefits and opportunities, including base compensation, bonus 
amounts, promotions, and other terms and conditions of employment. Goldman 
also retaliates against women and disproportionately selects females for 
reductions in force. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that I have read the above charge and that it is true and correct 
to the best of my knowledge, infonnation and belief This charge is not intended to be 
exhaustive, but is representative of the treatment to which Goldman has subjected me. 

822236.1 

Retaliation 

12. When I have brought the repeated instances of discrimination to Goldman's 
attention, the company has not acted to remedy the situation, but instead has 
retaliated against me by reviewing me negatively, lowering my compensation, 
and threatening to take me off of retail. Goldman further retaliated against me by 
terminating me. 

Termination 

13. As my work situation had become untenable, I approached my supervising partner 
in November 2007 and stated that, while I did not intend to resign, I hoped that 
we could negotiate a mutual separation agreement. Goldman agreed to discuss a 
mutual separation agreement with me. My supervising partner then asked me to 
remain at Goldman through the first quarter of2008. While Goldman terminated 
several employees in early 2008, Goidman did not tcrminate me and did not 
follow up with my request. In November 2008, Goldman sent me a termination 
notice due to a mass reduction in force (RlF). 

IV. CLASS CLAIMS 

14. It is my understanding and belief that Goldman has engaged in a contLTlUing 
pattern and practice of discrimination based on sex against female Managing 
Directors, Vice Presidents, and Associates with respect to compensation, business 
aHocations, promotions, and other terms and conditions of employment in 
Golilil1an facilities nationally. Goldman implements this pattern and practice of 
discrimination through subjective and unvaiidated criteria in evaluating the 
distribution of benefits and opportunities, including base compensation, bonus 
amounts, promotions, and ot.'ler terms and conditions of employment. Goldman 
also retaliates against womcn and disproportionately seiects females for 
reductions in force. 

I swear lli,der penalty of perjury that I have read the above charge a.t1d that it is true and correct 
to the best of my knowledge, infonnation and belief This charge is not intended to be 
exhaustive, but is representative of the treatment to which Goldman has subjected me. 

822236.1 
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EXHIBIT 3 EXHIBIT 3 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINA nON 

Tnis form is affected by tne Privacy Act of 1974; See Privacy Act Statement before completing 
this form. 

AGENCY 

o FEPA 

• EEOC 

New York State Division of Human Rights and EEOC 

Please see attached statement. 

o NATIONALORlGIN 

[] OTHER'~'~~"" " 

CF/ARGENUMBER 

o CONTiNUING ACTION 

• i wa.'lt this cnarge filed with bot.'lthe EEOC and the State or icea! Agency, if 
any . I will aavise the agencies jf i change my address or telephone number and 
cooperate fully with Ll}em in the processing of roy charge in accordance with tiJe;jr 
procedure. 

for State and Local Requirements} 

1 declare under penalty correct. 

,/11.,;0 
Dale Charging Pmy (s.igaature) 

SIGNATURE OF COMPLAINANT 

the above charge aDd 
and beJieL 

it is true 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME THiS DATE' 
(Day. montl) . and year) 

/-1) -;1",/" 

EDDIE A ZAKARIAN 
Notary Public - New Jersey 

Afy Commission Expires Jtm~ 7, 2011 

CHARGE OF DlSCRIMINA nON 

This form is affected by tne Privacy Act of 1974; See Privacy Act Statement before completing 
this form. 

AGENCY 

o FEPA 

• EEOC 

New York State Division of Human Rights and EEOC 

Ms. Sba..'1.'1a Orlich 

o COLOR • SEX o RELIGION 0 NATIONAL ORIGIN 

DAGE D DISABILITI 0 OTHER 

Please see ~lached statement. 

CIl"ARGENUMBER 

o CONTiNUING ACTION 

• j wa.'lt this charge filed with bot.'lthe EEOC and !he State or icca! Agency, if 
",,"y . I will aavise the agencies if i change my address or telephone number and 
cooperate fully with LlJem in the processi!1g of my charge in accordance with the;ir 
procedure. 

for State and Local Requirements) 

1 declare under penalty correct. 

,hl.,iO 
(1 J fi) ." ~B 
/~..vL.-vv... 

Dale Charging P.any (s,igaature) 

read the above cn2Ige and 
information and belief. 

SIGNATURE OF COMPLAINANT 

it is true 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME THiS DATE' 
(Day. montl) . and year) 

/-1) -;l",t" 

EDDIE A ZAKARIAN 
Notary Public - New Jersey 

Ai}' Commission Expires Jun~ 7, 2011 
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The Particulars Are: 

Shanna Orlich 
Chame of Discrimination 

I. OVERVIEW OF ALLEGATIONS 

1. This sex discrimination charge is flled on behalf of myself, Sha...-ma Orlich., and 
others similarly situated. Like other female professionals at Goldman, Sachs & 
Co. ("Goldman"), I have been harmed by a continuing policy, pattern or practice 
of sex discrimi.,.ation "\\tflb respect to pay, promotion, and other terms and 
conditions of employment in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, as a..mended, 42 U .S.c. §§ 2000e~. as well as the New York State and 
City Human Rights Laws. N.Y. Exec. L §§ 290 et seq. and NYC Admin. Code §§ 
8-101 ~ respecti vely. Goldman retahated agai.'lst me and other females who 
complained about discrimination and terminated my employment. 

II. WORK HISTORY 

2. I began working at Goldman as a Summer Associate in the summer of 2006 while 
a student in the JD/MBA program at Columbia University. As a Summer 
Associate, I did rotations in several trading depar"unents of Goldmai'1. In August 
2006, Goldman offered me a fuH-time position for the foHowing year, and I 
accepted. 1 graduated from Columbia in 2007 and began working at Goldman in 
the summer of 2007. After completing training, I began as an Associate in the 
Capital Structure Franchise Trading ("CSFT") group in October 2007. 

3. My first and only performance review at Goldman was overwhelmingly positive. 
In November 2007, I met with my direct supervisor, who was head 
of both the CSFT and High Yield desks. In my review, he gave me only positive 
feedback and praise for the work I had done to date. 

ID. DlSCRIMINATlON 

Promotion/Work Assignments 

4. At the time I joined Goldma... Sachs in 2007, the CFST group was comprised of2 
females, jncIuding myself, and 10 males. 

5. Goldman gave me fewer opportunities to become a junior trader than it gave 
similarly situated males. Although I joined Goldman to be a trader, when I 
arrived at the CSFT desk, Mr. _told me there was no trading seat available 
and thai I would have to rotate with traders and serve as a desk analyst. However, 
Goldman also hired my business school classmate, who started 
directly as a trader in the High Yield group. Mr. was a fonner Navy 
Seal, and Goldman's management team often challenged him to do push-up 
contests on the trading floor and to engage in other displays of masculinity. 

The Particulars Are: 

Shanna Orlich 
Chame of Discrimination 

I. OVERVIEW OF ALLEGATIONS 

1. This sex discrimination charge is ftled on behalf of myself, Sha.-ma Orlich, and 
others similarly situated. Like other female professionals at Goldman, Sachs & 
Co. ("Goldman"), I have been harmed by a conti.nuing policy, pattern or practice 
of sex discriInLlation \\rJth respect to pay, promotion, and other terms and 
conditions of employment in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, as a..mended, 42 U.S.c. §§ 2000e~. as weB as the New York State and 
City Humfu'1 Rights Laws. N.Y. Exec. L §§ 290 et seq. and NYC Admin. Code §§ 
8-1 01 ~ respecti vely. Goldman retahated agai."'lst me and other females who 
complained about discrimination and terminated my employment. 

ll. WORK HISTORY 

2. I began working at Goldman as a Summer Associate in the summer of 2006 while 
a student in the JD/MBA program at Columbia University. As a Summer 
Associate, I did rotations in several trading depar'llllents of Goldmaij. In August 
2006, Goldman offered me a fuIi-time position for the foUowi.ng year, and I 
accepted. I graduated from Columbia in 2007 and began working at Goldman in 
the summer of 2007. After completing training, I began as an Associate in the 
Capital Structure Franchise Trading ("CSFT") group in October 2007. 

3. My first and only performance review at Goldman was overwhelmingly positive. 
In November 2007, I met with my direct supervisor, • who was head 
of both the CSFT and High Yield desks. In my review, he gave me only positive 
feedback and praise for the work I had done to date. 

ID. DlSCRIM1NATlON 

Promotion/Work Assignments 

4. At the time I joined Goldma..i Sachs in 2007, the CFST group was comprised of 2 
females, jncIuding myself, and 10 males. 

5. Gotdman gave me fewer opportunities to become a junior trader than it gave 
similarly situated males. Although I joined Goldman to be a trader, when I 
arrived at the CSFT desk, Mr. _told me there was no trading seat available 
and thai I would have to rotate with traders and serve as a desk analyst. However, 
Goldman also hired my business school classmate, who started 
directly as a trader in the High Yield group. Mr. was a former Navy 
Seal, and Goldman's ma.'1agement team often challenged him to do push-up 
contests on the trading floor and to engage in other displays of masculinity. 
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6. When Mr. decided to take on a junior trading partner in CSFT, he offered 
the position to Mr. even though Mr. was not even a member of 
the CSFT. 

7. When I complained to Mr. and asked why I had not been put in a trading 

•
s.ea.t..Mr.. 2 told me that I did not have enough experience in trading. Mr. 

did not have a.tlY trading experience prior to his summer internship at 
Goldman iI.2006. 

8, Around the same time I was hired, Goldman also hired ••••••• 
directly from college. Even though 1'vfr. was junior to me, Goldman 
allowed Mr. to begin working as a trader in the CSFT group 
immediately. Mr. did not have any trading experience prior to his 
summer internship at Goldman in 2006. 

9. In January 2008, after I complained to a more senior female trader, Mr. 
to assign me to be a junior trader with Days later, Mar. 

left the firm. In April 2008. Mr. _also lefi the firm. After Mr. 
s departure, Goldman did not assign me a new trading partner, and as a 

result, I did not have the opportunity to trade. 

10. In July 2008, I reached out to , the Managing Director of Sales, to 
complain that I had no trading partner and was not being given an opportunity to 
trade. Mr. expressed surprise that Mr. had hired me to trade and 
told me that he did not see me as the "right fit" for a trader. He told me that he 
saw me as an analyst, and that he had told a male colleague of w.i.ne who was 
interested in the analyst posi.tion that it would not be a good choice for him 
because it would not be a good career move. He also said that because he had not 
hired me, he did not view me as his responsibility. 

1]. I also reached out to other members of Goldman's senior management with my 
concerns. One of these was a senior Partner. IVu. told 
me to stay put in the analyst role and to be a "team player," and that changes were 
coming to the group and not to worry. Mr. also reached Qut to 1\.11' • 
••• afteT :tvf:r. his trading partner, left the .flrm. Mr. __ _ 
assigned:Mr. . to be a junior trader with a highly successful trader in High 
Yield. 

12. Although the CSFT desk has an executive assistant, I was often asked by more 
senicT males to perform clerical and administrative work not glven to other male 
Associates. For example, _ a more senior Analyst on the CSFT desk, 
often gave me demeaning and menial assignments, such as setting up his 
blackberry, making photocopies, and answering calls from his wife. SimiLarly
situated male Associates and more junior male Analysts were not asked to 
perform such work. 

Hostile Work Environment 

6. When Mr. ~ecided to take on a junior trading partner in CSFT, he offered 
the position to MJ-. even though Mr. was not even a member of 
~C~~ . 

7. When I complained to Mr. and asked why I had not been put in a trading 

•
s.ea.t..Mr.. 2 told me that I did not have enough experience in trading. Mr. 

did not have a.l1Y trading experience prior to his summer internship at 
Goldman iI"1 2006. 

8. Around the same time I was hired, Goldman also hired ••••••• 
directly from college. Even though lvIr. was junior to me, Goldman 
allowed Mr. to begin working as a trader in the CSFT group 
immediately. Mr. did not have any trading experience prior to his 
summer internship at Goldman in 2006. 

9. In January 2008, after I complained to a more senior female trader, Mr. 
to assign me to be a junior trader with Days later, Mar. 

left the firm. In April 2008. Mr. _also left the firm. After Mr. 
s departure, Goldman did not assign me a new trading partner, and as a 

result, I did not have the opportunity to trade. 

10. In July 2008, I reacr.ted out to , the Managi ng Director of Sales, to 
complain that I had no trading partner and was not being given an opportunity to 
trade. Mr. expressed surprise that Mr. had hired me to trade and 
told me that he did not see me as the "right fit" for a trader. He told me that he 
saw me as an analyst. and that he had told a male colleague of lJ1-Lne who was 
interested in the analyst position that it would not be a good choice for him 
because .it would not be a good career move. He also said that because he had not 
l-ired me, he did not view me as his responsibility. 

1 J. I also reached out to other members of Goldman's senior management with my 
concerns. One of these was a senior Partner. IVu. told 
me to stay put in the analyst role and to be a "team player," and that changes were 
coming to the group and not to worry. Mr. also reached Qut to 1\.11" • 
••• after Mr. his trading partner, left the .finn. Mr. __ _ 
assigned Mr. . to be a junior trader with a highly successful trader in High 
Yield. 

12. Although the CSFT desk has an executive assistant, I was often asked by more 
senior males to perform clerical and administrative work not glven to other male 
Associates. For example, _ a more senior Analyst on the CSFT desk, 
often gave me demeaning and menial assignments, such as setting up his 
blackberry, making photocopies, and answering calls from his wife. SimiLarly
situated male Associates and more junior male Analysts were not asked to 
perform such work. 

Hostile Work Environment 
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13. Goldman permits an environment to flourish that excludes and is hostile to 
• women. For example, in December 2007, a male Mai'1aging Director hired female 
escorts to attend Goldman's Distressed SaleslCSFT holiday party. The female 
escorts arrived weari..l1g short black skirts, strapless tops, and Santa hats and 
socialized with male guests during the event. 

14. Goldman also orgall1zed frequent golf outings and other social events to which 
female employees were not invited. On one occasion, l'v1r. _ asked every 
male person in my department and in neighboring groups to be his partner at a 
golf outing, inducling irnlividuals more jur...ior to me. However, he did not ask 
me, the only female on the fixed income side of the CSFT trading desk. ] have 
played golf since childhood and aiso played varsity golffor my high school tea..'11. 

15. I also lea.-ned of a golf outing attended byapproximateiy 80 Goldman employees, 
only one of which was a female employee. I was told that I was not invited 
because I was too junior, but I later learned that several male analysts straight out 
of college attended the outing. 

Retaliation 

16. 'Nhen I brought the repeated instan<:es of gender discrimination to Goldman's 
attention, the company did not act to remedy the situation. Instead, Goldman 
retaliated against me by failing to give me advancement opportunities and then by 
terminating my employment. 

Termination/Compensation 

17. ln November 2008, Goldman sent me a termir>..ation notice due to a mass 
reduction in force (RIp). Males who were similarly~situated to me or more junior 
to me were not selected for the RIF, including Mr. and Mr .••• 1. 

18. In 2008, Goldman paid me less than similarly-situated males. At the time I was 
terminated. Goldman did not pay me a bonus, even though I had worked for 
almost the entire year, and the amountofmy severance package was based upon 
my base salary rate for 2008. 

Family Responsibility Discrimination 

19. At the time Goldman terminated my employment, I was three months pregnant. 
Although I did not publicly fu-mounce that I was pregnant, I made c()Jlspicuous 
changes to my behavior, such as not drinking at work events as I had in the past. 
One week before Goldman terminated my employment, I spoke to the executive 
assistant to the Partners of the High Yield, CSFT, and Investment Grade groups. 
She told me that she had seen the list of people to be terminated as part of the 
RIF, and that I was not on the list. r told her that] was pregnant, and she 
responded that she had thought that I was pregnant based on my behavior. This 
conversation occurred on the trading floor. One week later, Goldman terminated 
my employment. 

13. Goldman permits an environment to flourish that excludes and is hostile to 
,women. For example, in December 2007, a male Ma..,aging Director hired female 
escorts to attend Goldman's Distressed SaleslCSFT holiday party. The female 
escorts arrived wearing short black skirts, strapless tops, and Santa hats and 
socialized with male guests during the event. 

14. Goldman also orgal'llzed frequent golf outings and other social events to which 
female employees were not invited. On one occasion, l'v1r. _ asked every 
male person in my department and in neighboring groups to be his partner at a 
golf outing, including irnlividuals more jur...ior to me. However, he did not ask 
me, the only female on the fixed income side of the CSFT trading desk. ] have 
played golf since childhood and aiso played varsity golf for my high school team. 

15. I also lea..-ned of a golf outing attended by approximateiy 80 Goldman employees, 
only one of which was a female employee. I was told that I was not invited 
because I was too junior, but I later learned that several male analysts straight out 
of college attended the outing. 

Retaliation 

16. \Vhen I brought the repeated instan<:es of gender discrimination to Goldman's 
attention, the company did not act to remedy the situation. Instead, Goldman 
retaliated against me by failing to give me advancement opporttmities and then by 
terminating my employment. 

Termination/Compensation 

17. ln November 2008, Goldman sent me a termir.ation notice due to a mass 
reduction in force (RIp). Males who were similarly~situated to me or more junior 
to me were not selected for the RIF, including Mr. and Mr .•• IiI. 

18. In 2008, Goldman paid me less than slmilarly-situated males. At the time I was 
terminated. Goldman did not pay me a bonus, even though I had worked for 
almost the entire year, and the amount of my severance package was based upon 
my base salary rate for 2008. 

Family Responsibility Discrimination 

19. At the time Goldman terminated my employment, I was three months pregnant. 
Although I did not publicly fulRounce that I was pregnant, I made C<lrlspicuous 
changes to my behavior, such as not drinking at work events as I had in the past. 
One week before Goldman terminated my employment, I spoke to the executive 
assistant to the Partners of the High Yield, CSFT, and Investment Grade groups. 
She told me that she had seen the list of people to be terminated as part of the 
RlF, and that I was not on the list. r told her that 1 was pregnant, and she 
responded that she had thought that I was pregnant based on my behavior. This 
conversation occurred on the trading floor. One week later, Goldman terminated 
my employment. 
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20. After Goldman terminated my employment, an HR representative from Goldman 
called me to ask if I wanted to work in a temporary position for less pay. When I 
told the HR representative that I was pregnant and that I would need maternity 
leave during the period that they needed someone for the temporary position, the 
HR representative responded that "that would be a p1Oblem." Later, the HR 
representative called to ask me to disregard those comments and to go ahead and 
interview for the temporary position if I was interested in it 

IV. CLASS CLAIMS 

21. It is my understanding and belief that Goldman has engaged in a continuing 
pattern and practice of discP-I11ination based on sex against female Managing 
Directors, Vice Presidents, and Associates with respect to compensation, business 
allocations, promotions, and other terms and conditions of employment i.."1 
Goldman facilities nationally. Goldman implements this pattem and practice of 
discrimination through subjective and unvaJidated criteria in evaluating the 
distribution of opportunities and benefits, including base compensation, bonus 
amounts, promotions, and other WrIns and conditions of employment Goldman 
also retaliates against women and disproportionately selects females for 
reductions in force. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that I have read the above charge and that it is true and cnrrect 
to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. This charge is no1 intended to be 
exhaustive. but is representative of the treatment to which Goldman has subjected me. 

20. After Goldman terminated my employment, an HR representative from Goldman 
called me to ask if I wanted to work in a temporary position for less pay. When I 
told the HR representative that I was pregnant and that I would need maternity 
leave during the period that they needed someone for the temporary position, the 
HR representative responded that "that would be a problem." Later, the HR 
representative called to ask me to disregard those comments and to go ahead and 
interview for the temporary position if I was interested in it 

IV. CL~SS CLAIMS 

2! . It is my understanding and belief that Goldman has engaged in a continuing 
pattern and practice of diSCP-I11LTlation based on sex against female Managing 
Directors, Vice Presidents, and Associates with respect to compensation, business 
allocations, promotions, and other terms and conditions of employment ill 
Goldman facilities nationally. Goldman implements this pattem and practice of 
discrimination through subjective and unvaJidated criteria in evaluating the 
distribution of opportunities and benefits, including base compensation, bonus 
amounts, promotions, and other tenl1S and conditions of employment Goldman 
also retaliates against women and disproportionately selects females for 
reductions in force. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that I have read the above charge and that it is true and correct 
to the best of my knowledge, information and helief. This charge js not intended to be 
exhaustive. but is representative of the treatment to which Goldman has subjected me. 
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OUTTEN & GOLDEN LLP 
Adam T. Klein 
Cara E. Greene 
Jennifer L. Liu 
3 Park Avenue, 29th Floor 
New York, New York 10016 
Telephone: (212) 245-1000 
Facsimile: (212) 977-4005 

LIEFF, CABRASER, HEIMANN & 
BERNSTEIN, LLP 

Kelly M. Dermody (admitted pro hac vice) 
Anne B. Shaver (admitted pro hac vice) 
Alison M. Stocking (admitted proc hac vice) 
275 Battery Street, 29th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94111-3339 
Telephone: (415) 956-1000 
Facsimile: (415) 956-1008 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

H. CRISTINA CHEN-OSTER; LISA 
PARISI; and SHANNA ORLICH, 

Plaintiffs, 

-against-

GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO. and THE 
GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP, INC., 

Defendants. 

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 

I, Jennifer Escobar, under penalties of perjury, certify the following as true and correct: I 

am not a party to this action; arid I am over 18 years of age. On this 19th day of September 2011, I 

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing First Amended Class Action Complaint on 

GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO. and THE GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP, INC., defendants in this 

action, whose last known addresses are: 

Theodore O. Rogers, Jr. (via email and fIrst class mail) 
Suhana S. Han 
SULLIVAN & CROMWELL, LLP 
125 Broad Street 
New York, NY 10004 
rogerst@suUcrom.com 
hans@sullcrom.com 
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Barbara B. Brown (via email and first class mail) 
PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & WALKER LLP 
875 15th Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20005 
barbarabrown@paulhastings.com 

Zachary D. Fasman (via email and first class mail) 
PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & WALKER LLP 
75 East 55th Street 
New York, NY 10022 
zacharyfasman@paulhastings.com 

C. Geoffrey Weirich (via email and first class mail) 
PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & WALKER LLP 
Paul Hastings LLP (GA) 
600 Peachtree Street, NE 

. Suite 2400 
Atlanta, GA 30308 
geoffweirich@paulhastings.com 

Dated: September 19, 2011 
New York, New York -J~~~~fe~rfZ~' s~fo::::"b~~d· t:1:.L::::::::---J 

Paralegal 
Outten & Golden LLP 
3 Park Avenue, 29th Floor 
New York, NY 10016 

. g 
Sworn to before me this (1 day of September, 2011 

Cj)~JA 
NOTARY PUBLIC DIANE FISHER 

Notary public, State of New York 
NeD 01FI6116695 

Quallfledin Richmond co~~tY20 / ~ 
commission Expires October • -

Barbara B. Brown (via email and first class mail) 
PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & WALKER LLP 
875 15th Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20005 
barbarabrown@paulhastings.coin 

Zachary D. Fasman (via email and first class mail) 
PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & WALKER LLP 
75 East 55th Street 
New York, NY 10022 
zacharyfasman@paulhastings.com 

C. Geoffrey Weirich (via email and first class mail) 
PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & WALKER LLP 
Paul Hastings LLP (GA) 

· 600 Peachtree Street, NE 
· Suite 2400 

Atlanta, GA 30308 
geoffweirich@paulhastings.com 

Dated: September 19, 2011 
New York, New York .......:J;~~~fe~~~' S~~CO:::"b~~d· r£:.L.:::::::----, 

Paralegal 
Outten & Golden LLP 
3 Park Avenue, 29th Floor 
New York, NY 10016 

· . g 
Sworn to before me this (1 day of September, 2011 

Cj)~~ 
NOTARY PUBLIC OIANE FISHER 

Notary public, State of New York 
NeD 01FI6116695 

Quallfledin Richmond co~~tY20 / ~ 
Commission Expires October • -


